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Introduction
Happy first birthday to the VMware Technical Journal! We are very pleased to have seen such a
positive reception to the first couple of issues of the journal, and hope you will find this one equally
interesting and informative. We will publish the journal twice per year going forward, with a Spring
edition that highlights ongoing R&D initiatives at VMware and the Fall edition providing a showcase
for our interns and collaborators.
VMware’s market leadership in infrastructure for the software defined data center (SDDC) is built
upon the strength of our core virtualization technology combined with innovation in automation
and management. At the heart of the vSphere product is our hypervisor, and two papers highlight
ongoing enhancements in memory management and I/O multi-pathing, the latter being based
upon work done by Fei Meng, one of our fantastic PhD student interns.
A fundamental factor in the success of vSphere is the high performance of the Tier 1 workloads
most important to our customers. Hence we undertake in-depth performance analysis and comparison
to native deployments, some key results of which are presented here. We also develop the necessary
features to automatically manage those applications, such as the adaptive task management scheme
described in another paper.
However, the SDDC is much more than just a large number of servers running virtualized
workloads—it requires sophisticated analytics and automation tools if it is to be managed
efficiently at scale. vCenter Operations, VMware’s automated operations management suite,
has proven to be extremely popular with customers, using correlation between anomalous events
to identify performance issues and root causes of failure. Recent developments in the use of graph
algorithms to identify relationships between entities have received a great deal of attention for
their application to social networks, but we believe they can also provide insight into the
fundamental structure of the data center.
The final paper in the journal addresses another key topic in the data center, the management
of energy consumption. An ongoing collaboration with Boston University, led by Professor Ayse
Coskun, has demonstrated the importance of automatic application characterization and its use
in guiding scheduling decisions to increase performance and reduce energy consumption.
The journal is brought to you by the VMware Academic Program team. We lead VMware’s efforts
to create collaborative research programs, and support VMware R&D in connecting with the research
community. We are always interested to hear your feedback on our programs, please contact us
electronically or look out for us at various research conferences throughout the year.

Steve Muir
Director
VMware Academic Program
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Abstract
Virtualization of computer hardware continues to reduce the cost
of operation in datacenters. It enables users to consolidate virtual
hardware on less physical hardware, thereby efficiently using
hardware resources. The consolidation ratio is a measure of the
virtual hardware that has been placed on physical hardware. A
higher consolidation ratio typically indicates greater efficiency.
VMware’s ESX® Server is a hypervisor that enables competitive
memory and CPU consolidation ratios. ESX allows users to power
on virtual machines (VMs) with a total configured memory that
exceeds the memory available on the physical machine. This is
called memory overcommitment.
Memory overcommitment raises the consolidation ratio, increases
operational efficiency, and lowers total cost of operating virtual
machines. Memory overcommitment in ESX is reliable; it does not
cause VMs to be suspended or terminated under any conditions.
This article describes memory overcommitment in ESX, analyzes
the cost of various memory reclamation techniques, and empirically
demonstrates that memory overcommitment induces acceptable
performance penalty in workloads. Finally, best practices for
implementing memory overcommitment are provided.
General Terms: memory management, memory overcommitment,
memory reclamation
Keywords: ESX Server, memory resource management

1. Introduction
VMware’s ESX Server offers competitive operational efficiency of
virtual machines (VM) in the datacenter. It enables users to consolidate
VMs on a physical machine while reducing cost of operation.
The consolidation ratio is a measure of the number of VMs placed
on a physical machine. A higher consolidation ratio indicates lower
cost of operation. ESX enables users to operate VMs with a high
consolidation ratio. ESX Server’s overcommitment technology is an
enabling technology allowing users to achieve a higher consolidation
ratio. Overcommitment is the ability to allocate more virtual resources
than available physical resources. ESX Server offers users the ability
to overcommit memory and CPU resources on a physical machine.
ESX is said to be CPU-overcommitted when the total configured
virtual CPU resources of all powered-on VMs exceed the physical CPU
resources on ESX. When ESX is CPU-overcommitted, it distributes
physical CPU resources amongst powered-on VMs in a fair and
efficient manner. Similarly, ESX is said to be memory-overcommitted
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when the total configured guest memory size of all powered-on
VMs exceeds the physical memory on ESX. When ESX is memoryovercommitted, it distributes physical memory fairly and efficiently
amongst powered-on VMs. Both CPU and memory scheduling are
done so as to give resources to those VMs which need them most,
while reclaiming the resources from those VMs which are not
actively using it.
Memory overcommitment in ESX is very similar to that in traditional
operating systems (OS) such as Linux and Windows. In traditional
OSes, a user may execute applications, the total mapped memory
of which may exceed the amount of memory available to the OS.
This is memory overcommitment. If the applications consume
memory which exceeds the available physical memory, then the
OS reclaims memory from some of the applications and swaps
it to a swap space. It then distributes the available free memory
between applications.
Similar to traditional OSes, ESX allows VMs to power on with a total
configured memory size that may exceed the memory available to
ESX. For the purpose of discussion in this article, the memory installed
in an ESX Server is called ESX memory. If VMs consume all the ESX
memory, then ESX will reclaim memory from VMs. It will then
distribute the ESX memory, in an efficient and fair manner, to
all VMs such that the memory resource is best utilized. A simple
example of memory overcommitment is when two 4GB VMs are
powered on in an ESX Server with 4GB of installed memory. The
total configured memory of powered-on VMs is 2 * 4 = 8GB, while
ESX memory is 4GB.
With a continuing fall in the cost of physical memory, it can be
argued that ESX does not need to support memory overcommitment.
However, in addition to traditional use cases of improving the
consolidation ratio, memory overcommitment can also be used
in times of disaster recovery, high availability (HA), and distributed
power management (DPM) to provide good performance. This
technology will provide ESX with a leading edge over
contemporary hypervisors.
Memory overcommitment does not necessarily lead to performance
loss in a guest OS or its applications. Experimental results presented
in this paper with two real-life workloads show gradual performance
degradation when ESX is progressively overcommitted.
This article describes memory overcommitment in ESX. It provides
guidance for best practices and talks about potential pitfalls. The
remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
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background information on memory overcommitment, Section 3
describes memory overcommitment, Section 4 provides quantitative
understanding of performance characteristics of memory
overcommitment, and Section 5 concludes the article.

2. Background and Related Work
Memory overcommitment enables a higher consolidation ratio in a
hypervisor. Using memory overcommitment, users can consolidate
VMs on a physical machine such that physical resources are utilized
in an optimal manner while delivering good performance. For
example in a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) deployment,
a user may operate many Windows VMs, each containing a word
processing application. It is possible to overcommit a hypervisor
with such VDI VMs. Since the VMs contain similar OSes and
applications, many of their memory pages may contain similar
content. The hypervisor will find and consolidate memory pages
with identical content from these VMs, thus saving memory.
This enables better utilization of memory and enables higher
consolidation ratio.
Related work: Contemporary hypervisors such as Hyper-V, KVM, and
Xen implement different memory overcommitment, reclamation,
and optimization strategies. Table 1 summarizes the memory
reclamation technologies implemented in existing hypervisors.
me t h o d

ESX

share

X

balloon

X

compress

X

hypervisor
swap

X

memory
hot-add

H y p e r -V

KVM

Xen

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

transcendent
memory

X

Table 1. Comparing memory overcommitment technologies in existing hypervisors.
ESX implements reliable overcommitment.

Hyper-V 1 uses dynamic memory for supporting memory
overcommitment. With dynamic memory, each VM is configured
with a small initial RAM when powered on. When the guest
applications require more memory, a certain amount of memory
will be hot-added to the VM and the guest OS. When a host lacks
free memory, a balloon driver will reclaim memory from other VMs
and make memory available for hot adding to the demanding VM.
In the rare and restricted scenarios, Hyper-V will swap VM memory
to a host swap space. Dynamic memory works for the latest versions
of Windows OS. It uses only ballooning and hypervisor-level swapping
to reclaim memory. ESX, on the other hand, works for all guest OSes.
It also uses content-based page sharing and memory compression.
This approach improves VM performance as compared to the use
of only ballooning and hypervisor-level swapping.

VMs are regular processes in KVM2, and therefore standard
memory management techniques like swapping apply. For Linux
guests, a balloon driver is installed and it is controlled by host via
the balloon monitor command. Some hosts also support Kernel
Sharedpage Merging (KSM) [1] which works similarly to ESX page
sharing. Although KVM presents different memory reclamation
techniques, it requires certain hosts and guests to support
memory overcommitment. In addition, the management and
polices for the interactions among the memory reclamation
techniques are missing in KVM.
Xen Server3 uses a mechanism called Dynamic Memory Control
(DMC) to implement memory reclamation. It works by proportionally
adjusting memory among running VMs based on predefined
minimum and maximum memory. VMs generally run with maximum
memory, and the memory can be reclaimed via a balloon driver when
memory contention in the host occurs. However, Xen does not
provide a way to overcommit the host physical memory, hence
its consolidation ratio is largely limited. Unlike other hypervisors,
Xen provides a transcendent memory management mechanism
to manage all host idle memory and guest idle memory. The idle
memory is collected into a pool and distributed based on the
demand of running VMs. This approach requires the guest OS
to be paravirtualized, and only works well for guests with
non-concurrent memory pressure.
When compared to existing hypervisors, ESX allows for reliable
memory overcommitment to achieve high consolidation ratio with
no requirements or modifications for running guests. It implements
various memory reclamation techniques to enable overcommitment
and manages them in an efficient manner to mitigate possible
performance penalties to VMs.
Work on optimal use of host memory in a hypervisor has also been
demonstrated by the research community. An optimization for the
KSM technique has been attempted in KVM with Singleton [6].
Sub-page level page sharing using patching has been demonstrated
in Xen with Difference Engine [2]. Paravirtualized guest and sharing
of pages read from storage devices have been shown using Xen
in Satori [4].
Memory ballooning has been demonstrated for the z/VM hypervisor
using CMM [5]. Ginkgo [3] implements a hypervisor-independent
overcommitment framework allowing Java applications to optimize
their memory footprint. All these works target specific aspects of
memory overcommitment challenges in virtualization environment.
They are valuable references for future optimizations in ESX
memory management.
Background: Memory overcommitment in ESX is reliable (see
Table 1). This implies that VMs will not be prematurely terminated
or suspended owing to memory overcommitment. Memory
overcommitment in ESX is theoretically limited by the overhead
memory of ESX. ESX guarantees reliability of operation under all
levels of overcommitment.

1 www.microsoft.com/hyper-v-server/
2 www.linux-kvm.org/
3 www.xen.org/
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When ESX is memory overcommitted, it allocates memory to those
powered-on VMs that need it most and will perform better with
more memory. At the same time, ESX reclaims memory from
those VMs which are not actively using it. Memory reclamation
is therefore an integral component of memory overcommitment.
ESX uses different memory reclamation techniques to reclaim
memory from VMs. The memory reclamation techniques are
transparent page sharing, memory ballooning, memory
compression, and memory swapping.
ESX has an associated memory state which is determined by the
amount of free ESX memory at a given time. The states are high,
soft, hard, and low. Table 2 shows the ESX state thresholds. Each
threshold is internally split into two sub-thresholds to avoid oscillation
of ESX memory state near the threshold. At each memory state,
ESX utilizes a combination of memory reclamation techniques to
reclaim memory. This is shown in Table 3.

memory page. This method greatly reduces the memory footprint
of VMs with common memory content. For example, if an ESX has
many VMs executing word processing applications, then ESX may
transparently apply page sharing to those VMs and collapse the
text and data content of these applications, thereby reducing the
footprint of all those VMs. The collapsed memory is freed by ESX
and made available for powering on more VMs. This raises the
consolidation ratio of ESX and enables higher overcommitment.
In addition, if the shared pages are not subsequently written into
by the VMs, then they remain shared for a prolonged time,
maintaining the reduced footprint of the VM.
Memory ballooning is an active method for reclaiming idle memory
from VMs. It is used when ESX is in the soft state. If a VM has
consumed memory pages, but is not subsequently using them
in an active manner, ESX attempts to reclaim them from the VM
using ballooning. In this method, an OS-specific balloon driver
inside the VM allocates memory from the OS kernel. It then hands
the memory to ESX, which is then free to re-allocate it to another
VM which might be actively requiring memory. The balloon driver
effectively utilizes the memory management policy of the guest
OS to reclaim idle memory pages. The guest OS typically reclaims
idle memory inside the guest OS and, if required, swaps them to
its own swap space.
When ESX enters the hard state, it actively and aggressively reclaims
memory from VMs by swapping out memory to a swap space. During
this step, if ESX determines that a memory page is sharable or
compressible, then that page is shared or compressed instead.
The reclamation done by ESX using swapping is different from that
done by the guest OS inside the VM. The guest OS may swap out
guest memory pages to its own swap space—for example /swap
or pagefile.sys. ESX uses hypervisor-level swapping to reclaim
memory from a VM into its own swap space.

Table 2. Free memory state transition threshold in ESX. (a) User visible. (b) Internal
threshold to avoid oscillation.

s tat e
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X
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compress
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Table 3. Actions performed by ESX in different memory states.

Transparent page sharing (page sharing) is a passive and opportunistic
memory reclamation technique. It operates on a powered-on VM at
all memory states, throughout its lifetime, looking for opportunities
to collapse different memory pages with identical content into one
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The low state is similar to the hard state. In addition to compressing
and swapping memory pages, ESX may block certain VMs from
allocating memory in this state. It aggressively reclaims memory
from VMs, until ESX moves into the hard state.
Page sharing is a passive memory reclamation technique that
operates continuously on a powered-on VM. The remaining
techniques are active ones that operate when free memory
in ESX is low. Also, page sharing, ballooning, and compression
are opportunistic techniques. They do not guarantee memory
reclamation from VMs. For example, a VM may not have sharable
content, the balloon driver may not be installed, or its memory
pages may not yield good compression. Reclamation by swapping
is a guaranteed method for reclaiming memory from VMs.
In summary, ESX allows for reliable memory overcommitment
to achieve a higher consolidation ratio. It implements various
memory reclamation techniques to enable overcommitment
while improving efficiency and lowering cost of operation of
VMs. The next section describes memory overcommitment.
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3. Memory Overcommitment
Memory overcommitment enables a higher consolidation ratio of
VMs on an ESX Server. It reduces cost of operation while utilizing
compute resources efficiently. This section describes memory
overcommitment and its performance characteristics.

3.1 Definitions
ESX is said to be memory overcommitted when VMs are powered
on such that their total configured memory size is greater than ESX
memory. Figure 1 shows an example of memory overcommitment
on ESX.

ESX also reserves a small amount of memory called minfree. This
amount is a buffer against rapid allocations by memory consumers.
ESX is in high state as long as there is at least this amount of memory
free. If the free memory dips below this value, then ESX is no
longer in high state, and it begins to actively reclaim memory.
Figure 1(c) shows the schematic diagram representing an
undercommitted ESX when overhead memory is taken into
account. In this diagram, the overhead memory consumed by
ESX for itself and for each powered-on VM is shown. Figure 1(d)
shows the schematic diagram representing an overcommitted
ESX when overhead memory is taken into account.
Figure 1(e) shows the theoretical limit of memory overcommitment
in ESX. In this case, all of ESX memory is consumed by ESX overhead
and per-VM overhead. VMs will be able to power on and boot;
however, execution of the VM will be extremely slow.
For simplicity of discussion and calculation, the definition of
overcommitment from Figure 1(b) is followed. Overhead memory
is ignored for defining memory overcommitment. From this figure:
overcommit = ∑ v memsize / ESXmemory

where

overcommit
V
memsize

ESXmemory

(1)

memory overcommitment factor
powered-on VMs in ESX
configured memory size of v
total installed ESX memory

The representation from this figure is used in the remainder
of this article.
To understand memory overcommitment and its effect on VM
and applications, mapped, consumed and working set memory
are described.

3.2 Mapped Memory
Figure 1. Memory overcommitment shown with and without overhead memory. (a)
Undercommitted ESX. (b) Overcommitted ESX. This model is typically followed when
describing overcommitment. (c) Undercommitted ESX shown with overhead memory.
(d) Overcommitted ESX shown with overhead memory. (e) Limit of memory
overcommitment.

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of a memoryundercommitted ESX Server. In this example, ESX memory
is 4GB. Two VMs, each with a configured memory size of 1GB,
are powered on. The total configured memory size of powered-on
VMs is therefore 2GB, which is less than 4GB. Hence ESX is
considered to be memory undercommitted.
Figure 1(b) shows the schematic diagram of a memoryovercommitted ESX Server. In this example, ESX memory
is 4GB. Three VMs, with configured memory sizes of 1GB, 2.5GB
and 1GB, are powered on. The total configured memory size of
powered-on VMs is therefore 4.5GB which is more than 4GB.
Hence ESX is considered to be memory overcommitted.
The scenarios described above omit the memory overhead consumed
by ESX. ESX consumes a fixed amount of memory for its own text
and data structures. In addition, it consumes overhead memory for
each powered-on VM.
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The definition of memory overcommitment does not consider
the memory consumption or memory access characteristic of the
powered-on VMs. Immediately after a VM is powered on, it does
not have any memory pages allocated to it. Subsequently, as the
guest OS boots, the VM access pages in its memory address space
ESX overhead by reading or writing into it. ESX allocates physical
memory pages to back the virtual address space of the VM during
this access. Gradually, as the guest OS completes booting and
applications are launched inside the VM, more pages in the virtual
address space are backed by physical memory pages. During the
lifetime of the ESX overhead VM, the VM may or may not access
all pages in its virtual address space.
Windows, for example, writes the zero4 pattern to the complete
VM memory address space of the VM. This causes ESX to allocate
memory pages for the complete address space by the time
Windows has completed booting. On the other hand, Linux
does not access the VM memory complete address space of
the VM when it boots. It accesses memory pages only required
to load the OS.
4 A memory page with all 0x00 content is a zero page.
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All memory pages of a VM which are ever accessed by a VM are
considered mapped by ESX. A mapped memory pages is backed
by a physical memory page by ESX during the very first access by
the VM. A mapped page may subsequently be reclaimed by ESX.
It is considered as mapped through the lifetime of the VM.
When ESX is overcommitted, the total mapped pages by all VMs
may or may not exceed ESX memory. Hence, it is possible for ESX
to be memory overcommitted, but at the same time, owing to the
nature of the guest OS and its applications, the total mapped memory
remain within ESX memory. In such a scenario, ESX does not actively
reclaim memory from VMs and VMs performance are not affected
by memory reclamation.
Mapped memory is illustrated in Figure 2. This figure uses the
representation from Figure 1(b) where is ESX memory overcommitted.

Figure 2. Mapped memory for an overcommitted ESX. Mapped region is shaded.
The mapped region in ESX is the sum of mapped region in the VMs. (a) Total mapped
memory is less than ESX memory. (b) Total mapped memory is more than ESX memory.

In Figure 2(a) the memory mapped by each VM is shown. The total
mapped memory of all VMs is less than ESX memory. In this case,
ESX is overcommitted. However, the total mapped memory is less
than ESX memory. ESX will not actively reclaim memory in this case.
In Figure 2(b) the memory mapped by each VM is shown. In this
case, ESX is overcommitted. In addition, the total mapped memory
in ESX exceeds ESX memory. ESX may or may not actively reclaim
memory from the VMs. This depends on the current consumed
memory of each VM.

3.3 Consumed memory
A VM is considered to be consuming physical memory page when
a physical memory page is used to back a memory page in its address
space. A memory page of the VM may exist in different states with
ESX. They are as follows:
Regular: A regular memory page in the address space of a VM is one
which is backed by one physical page in ESX.
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Shared: A memory page marked as shared in a VM may be shared
with many other memory pages. If a memory page is being shared
with n other memory pages, then each memory page is considered
to be consuming 1/n of a whole physical page.
Compressed: VM pages which are compressed typically consume
1/2 or 1/4 of a physical memory page.
Ballooned: Ballooned memory page are not backed by any
physical page.
Swapped: Swapped memory page are not backed by any
physical page.
Consumed memory is illustrated in Figure 3. This figure uses the
representation from Figure 1(b) where ESX is memory overcommitted.

Figure 3. Consumed memory for an overcommitted ESX. Consumed and mapped
region are shaded. The consumed (and mapped) region in ESX is the sum of consumed
(mapped) region in the VMs. (a) Total consumed and mapped memory is less than
ESX memory. (b) Total mapped memory is more than ESX memory, total consumed
memory is equal to ESX memory.

In Figure 3(a) the mapped and consumed memory of powered-on
VMs and ESX is shown. ESX is overcommitted. However, the total
mapped memory is less than ESX memory. In addition, the total
consumed memory is less than the total mapped memory. The
consumption is lower than mapped since some memory pages
may have been shared, ballooned, compressed or swapped. In this
state, ESX will not actively reclaim memory from VMs. However,
the VMs may possess ballooned, compressed or swapped memory.
This is because ESX may earlier have reclaimed memory from
these VMs owing to the memory state at that time.
The total consumption of all VMs taken together cannot exceed
ESX memory. This is shown in Figure 3(b). In this figure, ESX is
overcommitted. In addition, the total mapped memory is greater
than ESX memory. However, whenever, VMs attempt to consume
more memory than ESX memory, ESX will reclaim memory from
the VMs and redistribute the ESX memory amongst all VMs. This
prevents ESX from running out of memory. In this state, ESX is
likely going to actively reclaim memory from VMs to prevent
memory exhaustion.
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3.4 Working Set
The working set of a VM is the set of memory pages which are
being “actively” accessed by the VM. The size of the working set
depends on the precise definition of “active”. A precise definition is
being omitted in this article since it requires analysis and discussion
beyond the scope of this article. The working set of a VM depends on
the application it is executing and its memory access characteristics.
The working set may change slowly in size and location for some
applications while for other applications, the change may be rapid.
Memory pages in a working set are either shared pages or regular
pages. If the working set accesses a compressed, ballooned or
swapped page or writes into a shared page, then that page will
be page-faulted and immediately backed by a physical page by
ESX. This page-fault incurs a temporal cost. The temporal cost is
typically high for pages swapped onto a spinning disk. This high
cost of page-fault may cause the VM to be temporarily stalled.
This in turn adversely affects the performance of the VM and
its applications.
Working set memory is illustrated in Figure 4. This figure uses the
representation from Figure 1(b) where ESX is memory overcommitted.

Note, that the working set is not dependent on the consumed
memory. The working set contains memory pages which are being
read or written into. The consumed memory may be less than the
working set if many pages are shared. Shared pages may be read
without invoking a copy-on-write of the shared page but will count
towards the working set. On the other hand, consumed memory
may be more than the working set if reclamation did not take place
and the VM is accessing few memory pages. Hence, consumed
memory and working set memory do not have a dependency.
In Figure 4(b) the mapped memory is more than ESX memory. The
consumed memory is not shown. It is less or equal to ESX memory,
but may be different from the working set. However, the working
set is less than ESX memory. Hence, in steady state, when the working
set is not changing, all pages of the working set will be backed by
a physical page.
In Figure 4(c), the mapped memory and working set is greater
than ESX memory. The consumed memory will not exceed the ESX
memory. ESX will reclaim memory from VMs, such that memory
does not get completely exhausted, and distribute the memory
amongst VMs to service page-faults. This case represents a case
of memory thrashing. Since the working set of all VMs is more than
ESX memory, the VMs will continue to access pages in its working
set causing them to be page-faulted. At the same time ESX will
continue to reclaim memory from VMs. If the access pattern from
VMs is a read-operation of a shared page, then there will be no
page-fault.
Figure 4 (c) represents a case where performance of the VMs may
suffer owing to thrashing. Since the temporal wait cost of page-fault
is highest for spinning disk, pages swapped to a spinning disk will
trigger the largest performance loss. Write access to shared pages,
access to compressed and ballooned pages, access to pages
swapped to SSD5 will incur significantly lower temporal wait cost.

3.5 What Is Memory Overcommitment?
From Sections 3.1-3.4, it can be seen that an ESX can be memory
overcommitted while the total mapped, consumed and working
set remain within ESX memory. Memory overcommitment, as
defined, does not imply that the performance of a VM and its
applications will be affected.
Performance of an application in a VM largely depends on its
working set. This is because, in steady state, the working set of a
VM is backed by physical memory. Access to a working set backed
by physical memory is fast and does incur temporal wait cost for
page-faulting reclaimed pages. Hence, if the total working set of
VMs remains within ESX memory, then the VMs do not experience
significant performance loss.
Figure 4. Working set of a VM in memory overcommitted ESX. Consumed memory
is not shown. (a) Mapped and working set is less than ESX memory. (b) Mapped
memory is more than ESX memory, however, the working set is less than ESX
memory. (c) Mapped and working set is greater than ESX memory.

In Figure 4(a) the mapped memory and working set of powered
on VMs are shown. In this figure, both values are less than the ESX
memory. Consumed memory (not shown) will be less or equal to
mapped memory, hence less than ESX memory. In this case, there
will not be active memory reclamation by ESX from any of the VMs.

Typically a working state is not static. It changes in size and locality.
When the working set changes, the VM may need to page-fault
a reclaimed page. This incurs a temporal wait cost, leading to a
performance loss. However, for VMs with stable working sets the
frequency and duration of changes in working set is low. Hence
the VM may experience a reduced performance only for brief
durations when the working set changes.
5 Solid state device
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3.6 Cost of Memory Overcommitment
Memory overcommitment incurs certain cost in terms of compute
resource as well as VM performance. This section provides a qualitative
understanding of the different sources of cost and their magnitude.
When ESX is memory overcommitted and powered-on VMs
attempt to consume more memory than ESX memory, then ESX
will begin to actively reclaim memory from VMs. Hence memory
reclamation is an integral component of memory overcommitment.
Table 4 shows the memory reclamation techniques and their
associated cost. Each technique incurs a cost of reclamation—when
a page is reclaimed—and a cost of page-fault—when a VM accesses
a reclaimed page. The number of * qualitatively indicate the
magnitude of the cost.
share

balloon

compress s wa p
( S S D)

s wa p
( d i sk )

Reclaim
Memory

*

CPU

*

*

*

*

Wait

Memory
*

**

*1

Storage
Wait

*

*

***1

*

*

*

**

****

1 – indicates that this cost may be incurred under certain conditions

Table 4. Cost of reclaiming memory from VMs and cost of page-fault when VM access
a reclaimed page. Number of * qualitatively indicates the magnitude of cost. They are
not mathematically proportional.

A Memory cost indicates that the technique consumes memory
meta-data overhead. A CPU indicates that the technique consumes
non-trivial CPU resources. A Storage cost indicates that the technique
consumes storage space or bandwidth. A Wait cost indicates that
the VM incurs a hypervisor-level page-fault cost as a result of the
technique. This may lead to the guest application to stall and hence
lead to a drop in its performance. The reclamation and page-fault
costs are described as follows:
a) Page sharing
Reclamation cost: Page sharing is a continuous process which
opportunistically shares VM memory pages.
Memory. This technique incurs an ESX wide memory cost for storing
page sharing meta-data which is a part of ESX overhead memory.
CPU. Page sharing incurs a nominal CPU cost on a per VM basis. This
cost is typically very small and does not impact the performance
of VM applications or benchmarks.
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Wait. The copy-on-write operation when a VM accesses a shared
page with write access is fairly fast. VM applications accessing the
page do not incur noticeable temporal cost.
b) Ballooning
Reclamation cost: Memory is ballooned from a VM using a
balloon driver residing inside the guest OS. When the balloon
driver expands, it may induce the guest OS to reclaim memory
from guest applications.

Storage. The guest OS may swap out memory pages to the guest
swap space. This incurs storage space and storage bandwidth cost.
Page-fault cost:
CPU. A ballooned page acquired by the balloon driver may
subsequently be released by it. The guest OS or application may
then allocate and access it. This incurs a page-fault in the guest OS
as well as ESX. The page-fault incurs a low CPU cost since a memory
page simply needs to be allocated.

Page-fault

CPU

CPU. When a shared page is written to, by a VM, ESX must allocate
a new page and replicate the shared content before allowing the
write access from the VM. This allocation incurs a CPU cost. Typically,
this cost is very low and does not significantly affect VM applications
and benchmarks.

CPU. Ballooning incurs a CPU cost on a per-VM basis since it
induces memory allocation and reclamation inside the VM.

**

*1

Storage

Page-fault cost: When a shared page is read by a VM, it is accessed
by the VM in a read-only manner. Hence that shared pages does
not need to be page-faulted. Hence there is no page-fault cost.
A write access to a shared page incurs a cost.

Storage. During reclamation by ballooning, application pages may
have been swapped out by the guest OS. When the application
attempts to access that page, the guest OS needs to swap it in.
This incurs a storage bandwidth cost.
Wait. A temporal wait cost may be incurred by application if its
pages were swapped out by the guest OS. The wait cost of swapping
in a memory page by the guest OS incurs a smaller overall wait
cost to the application than a hypervisor-level swap-in. This is
because during a page fault in the guest OS, by one thread, the
guest OS may schedule another thread. However, if ESX is
swapping in a page, then it may deschedule the entire VM.
This is because ESX cannot reschedule guest OS threads.
c) Compression
Reclamation cost: Memory is compressed in a VM by compressing
a full guest memory page such that is consumes 1/2 or 1/4 physical
memory page. There is effectively no memory cost, since every
successful compression releases memory.
CPU. A CPU cost is incurred for every attempted compression. The
CPU cost is typically low and is charged to the VM whose memory
is being compressed. The CPU cost is however, more than that for
page sharing. It may lead to noticeably reduced VM performance
and may affect benchmarks.
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Page-fault cost: When a compressed memory page is accessed by
the VM, ESX must allocate a new page and de-compress the page
before allowing access to the VM.
CPU. De-compression incurs a CPU cost.
Wait. The VM also waits until the page is de-compressed.
This is typically not very high since the de-compression
takes place in-memory.
d) Swap
Reclamation cost: ESX swaps out memory pages from a VM to avoid
memory exhaustion. The swap-out process takes place asynchronous
to the execution of the VM and its application. Hence, the VM and
its applications do not incur a temporal wait cost.
Storage. Swapping out memory pages from a VM incurs storage
space and storage bandwidth cost.
Page-fault cost: When a VM page-faults a swapped page, ESX
must read the page from the swap space synchronously before
allowing the VM to access the page.
Storage. This incurs a storage bandwidth cost.
Wait. The VM also incurs a temporal wait cost while the swapped
page is synchronously read from storage device. The temporal
wait cost is highest for a swap space located on spinning disk.
Swap space located on SSD incurs lower temporal wait cost.
The cost of reclamation and page-fault vary significantly between
different reclamation techniques. Reclamation by ballooning may
incur a storage cost only in certain cases. Reclamation by swapping
always incurs storage cost. Similarly, page-fault owing to reclamation
incurs a temporal wait cost in all cases. Page-fault of a swapped page
incurs the highest temporal wait cost. Table 4 shows the cost of
reclamation as well as the cost of page-fault incurred by a VM on
a reclaimed memory page.

4. Performance
This section provides a quantitative demonstration of memory
overcommitment in ESX. Simple applications are shown to work
using memory overcommitment. This section does not provide
a comparative analysis using software benchmarks.

4.1 Microbenchmark
This set of experiment was conducted on a development build of
ESX 6.0. The ESX Server has 32GB RAM, 4 quad-core AMD CPU
configured in a 4-NUMA node configuration. The VMs used in the
experiments are 2-vCPU, 24GB and contain RHEL6 OS. The ESX
Server consumes about 4 GB memory—ESX memory overhead,
per-VM memory overhead, reserved minfree. This gives about
28GB for allocating to VMs. For these experiments, ESX memory
is 32GB. However, ESX will actively reclaim memory from VMs
when VMs consume more than 28GB (available ESX memory).
RHEL6 consumes about 1GB memory when booted and idle. This
will contribute to the mapped and consumed memory of the VM.
These experiments demonstrate performance of VMs when the total
working set varies compared to available ESX memory. Figure 5
shows the results from three experiments. For the purpose of
demonstration and simplicity the three reclamation techniques—page
sharing, ballooning and compression—are disabled. Hypervisor-level
memory swapping is the only active memory reclamation technique
in this experiment. This reclamation will start when VMs consumed
more than available ESX memory.

The reclamation itself does not impact VM and application
performance significantly, since the temporal wait cost of
reclamation is zero for all techniques. Some techniques have
a low CPU cost. This cost may be charged to the VM leading
to slightly reduced performance6.
However, during page-fault temporal wait cost exists for all
techniques. This affects VM and application performance. Write
access to shared page, access to compressed, ballooned pages
incur the least performance cost. Access to swapped page,
specially pages swapped to spinning disk, incurs the highest
performance cost.
Section 3 described memory overcommitment in ESX. It defined
various terms — mapped, consumed, working set memory — and
showed its relation to memory overcommitment. It also showed
that memory overcommitment does not necessarily impact
VM and application performance. It also provided a qualitative
analysis of how memory overcommitment may impact VM and
application performance depending on the VM’s memory content
and access characteristics.
The next section provides quantitative description of overcommitment.

Figure 5. Effect of working set of memory reclamation and page-fault. Available ESX
memory=28GB. (a) mapped, working set < available ESX memory. (b) mapped > available ESX
memory, working set < available ESX memory. (c) mapped, working set > available ESX memory.

In these experiments, presence of hypervisor-level page-fault is
an indicator of performance loss. Figures show cumulative swap-in
(page-fault) values. When this value rises, VM will experience
temporal wait cost. When it does not rise, there is no temporal
wait cost and hence no performance loss.
Experiment a: In Figure 5(a) an experiment is conducted similar to
Figure 4(a). In this experiment, the total mapped and total working
set memory always remain less than available ESX memory.

6 CPU cost of reclamation may affect performance only if ESX is operating
at 100% CPU load
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Two VMs each of configured memory size 24GB are powered
on. Since ESX memory is 32GB, the overcommitment factor is
(2 * 24) / 32 = 1.5. Each VM executes an identical hand-crafted
workload. The workload is a memory stress program. It allocates
12GB memory, writes random pattern into all of this allocated
memory and continuously reads this memory in a round-robin
manner. This workload is executed in both VMs. Hence a total
of 24GB memory is mapped and actively used by the VMs.
The workload is executed for 900 seconds.
The figure shows mapped memory for each VM. It also shows the
cumulative swap-in for each VM. The X-axis in this figure shows
time in seconds, Y-axis (left) shows mapped memory in MB and
Y-axis (right) shows cumulative swap-in. The memory mapped by
each VM is about 13GB (workload=12GB, RHEL6=1GB), the total
being 26GB. This is less than available ESX memory. It can be seem
from this figure that there is no swap-in (page-fault) activity at any
time. Hence there is no performance loss. The memory mapped by
the VMs rise as the workload allocates memory. Subsequently, as
the workload accesses the memory in a round-robin manner, all of
the memory is backed by physical memory pages by ESX.
This experiment demonstrates that although memory is
overcommitted, VMs mapping and actively using less than
available ESX memory will not be subjected to active memory
reclamation and hence will not experience any performance loss.
Experiment b: In Figure 5(b) an experiment is conducted similar to
Figure 4(b). In this experiment, the total mapped memory exceeds
available ESX memory while the total working set memory is less
than available ESX memory.
Two VMs each of configured memory size 24GB are powered on.
The resulting memory overcommitment is 1.5. The workload in
each VM allocates 15GB of memory and writes a random pattern
into it. It then reads a fixed block, 12.5% of 15GB (=1.875GB) in size,
from this 15GB in a round-robin manner for 2 iterations. Thereafter,
the same fixed block is read in a round-robin manner for 10,000
seconds. This workload is executed in both VMs. The memory
mapped by each VM is about 16GB (workload=15GB, RHEL=1GB),
the total being 32GB. This exceeds available ESX memory. The
working set is thereafter a total of 2 * 1.875 = 3.75GB.
The figure shows mapped memory for each VM and cumulative
swap-in. The X-axis in this figure shows time in seconds, Y-axis
(left) shows mapped memory in MB and Y-axis (right) shows
cumulative swap-in. It can be seen from this figure that as the
workload maps memory, the mapped memory rises. Thereafter,
there is an initial rising swap-in activity as the working set is pagefaulted. After the working set is page-faulted, the cumulative
swap-in is steady.
This experiment demonstrates that although memory is
overcommitted and VMs have mapped more memory than
available ESX memory, VMs will perform better when its
working set is smaller than available ESX memory.
Experiment c: In Figure 5(c) an experiment is conducted similar to
Figure 4(c). In this experiment, the total mapped memory as well
as the total working set exceeds available ESX memory.
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Two VMs each of configured memory size 24GB are powered on.
The overcommitment factor is 1.5. Each VM runs a workload. Each
workload allocates 15GB memory and writes a random pattern into
it. It then reads all 15GB memory continuously in a round robin
manner for 2 iterations. The memory mapped by each VM is about
16GB (workload=15GB, RHEL6=1GB), the total being 32GB. The
working set is also 32GB. Both exceed available ESX memory.
The figure shows mapped memory for each VM and cumulative
swap-in. The X-axis in this figure shows time in seconds, Y-axis
(left) shows mapped memory in MB and Y-axis (right) shows
cumulative swap-in. It can be seen from this figure that a steady
page-fault is maintained once the workloads have mapped the
target memory. This indicates that as the workloads are accessing
memory, they are experiencing page-faults. ESX is continuously
reclaiming memory from each VM as the VM page-faults its
working set.
This experiment demonstrates that workloads will experience
steady page-faults and hence performance loss when the working
set exceeds available ESX memory. Note that if the working set
read-accesses shared pages and page sharing is enabled (default
ESX behavior) then a page-fault is avoided.
In this section experiments were designed to highlight the basic
working of overcommitment. In these experiments, page sharing,
ballooning and compression were disabled for simplicity. These
reclamation techniques reclaim memory effectively before
reclamation by swapping can take place. Since page faults
to shared, ballooned and compressed memory have a lower
temporal wait cost, the workload performance is better. This
will be demonstrated in the next section.

4.2 Real Workloads
In this section, the experiments are conducted using vSphere 6.0.
The ESX Server has 72GB RAM, 4 quad-core AMD CPU. The workloads
used to evaluate memory overcommitment performance are
DVDstore27 and a VDI workload. Experiments were conducted
with default memory management configurations for pshare,
balloon and compression.
Experiment d: The DVDstore2 workload simulates online database
operations for ordering DVDs. In this experiment, 5 DVDstore2 VMs
are used, each configured with 4 vCPUs and 4GB memory. It contains
Windows Server 2008 OS and SQL Server 2008. The performance
metric is the total operations per minute of all 5 VMs.
Since 5-4GB VMs are used, the total memory size of all
powered-on VMs is 20GB. However, the ESX Server contains
72GB installed RAM and was effectively undercommitted. Hence,
memory overcommitment was simulated with the use of a memory
hog VM. The memory hog VM had full memory reservation. Its
configured memory size was progressively increased in each
run. This effectively reduced the ESX memory available to the
DVDStore2 VMs.

7 http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/extras/w/wiki/dvd-store.aspx
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Figure 6 shows the performance of DVDstore2 VMs for ESX memory
values of {42, 22, 17, 12, 7} GB. At these data points, the memory
hog VM has a configured memory size of {30, 50, 55, 60, 65} GB.
Owing to the reduced simulated ESX memory, the simulated
overcommitment factor, using Equation 1, (w/ total VM memory
size of 20GB) was {0.47, 0.90, 1.17, 1.66, 2.85}.

In this experiment, 15 VDI VMs are powered-on in the ESX Server.
Each VM is configured with 1 vCPU and 4GB memory—the total
configured memory size of all VMs being 15 * 4 = 60GB. The VMs
contain Windows7 OS. Similar to experiment d, a memory hog VM,
with full memory reservation, is used to simulate overcommitment
by effectively reducing the ESX memory on the ESX Server.
Figure 7 shows the 95th percentile of operation latency in the VDI
VMs for ESX memory values of {60, 32, 22, 19} GB. At these data
points, the memory hog VM has a configured memory size of
{12, 40, 50, 53} GB. Owing to the reduced simulated ESX memory,
the simulated overcommitment factor (w/ total VM memory size
of 60GB) was {1.00, 1.87, 2.72, 3.15}.

Figure 6. DVDStore2. Operations per minute (OPM) of five DVDStore2 VMs when
changing ESX memory from 42GB to 7GB

The Y-axis (right) shows the total amount of ballooned / swapped
memory in MB from all VMs. It can be seen that the amount of
ballooned memory increases gradually without significant
hypervisor-level swapping as ESX memory is reduced from
42GB to 12GB. The Y-axis (left) shows the operations per minute
(OPM) executed by the workload. The rising ballooned memory
contributes to reduced application performance as ESX memory
is reduced from 42GB to 12GB. This is owing to the wait cost to the
application as some of its memory are swapped out by guest OS.
Between the X-axis points 42 and 12, the OPM decreases from 25,
719 to 21, 365 (about 17%) owing to ballooning. The overcommitment
factor between these points is 0.47 and 1.66.
However, when ESX memory is reduced to 7GB (2.85 overcommitment),
ballooning itself is insufficient to reclaim sufficient memory. Nontrivial amounts of hypervisor-level swapping take place. Owing to
the higher wait cost of hypervisor-level page-faults, there is larger
performance loss and OPM drops to 8, 647.
This experiment was repeated after attaching an SSD, of size
40GB, to the ESX Server. The OPM in the presence of the SSD
is shown in the same figure. It can be seen that the performance
degradation is lesser than in the presence of SSD.
Experiment e: The VDI workload is a set of interactive office userlevel applications such as Microsoft Office suite, Internet explorer.
The workload is a custom made set of scripts which simulate user
action on the VDI applications. The scripts trigger mouse clicks
and keyboard inputs to the applications. The time to complete of
each operation is recorded. In one complete run of the workload,
1000 user-actions are performed. The measured performance
metric is the 95th percentile of latency value of all operations.
A smaller latency indicates better performance.
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Figure 7. VDI. Average 95th percentile operation latency of fifteen VDI VMs when
changing ESX memory from 60GB to 19GB

The Y-axis (right) shows the total amount of ballooned / swapped
memory (MB) from all VMs. The Y-axis (left) shows the average
latency of operations in the VDI workload. When ESX memory is
60GB, balloon and swapping is not observed because 1) page sharing
helps reclaim memory and 2) the applications total mapped memory
and working set fits into the available ESX memory. When ESX
memory reduces to 32GB, a total about 3GB memory are ballooned
which causes a slight increase in the average latency to 1.06. This
indicates that VM’s active working set is being reclaimed at this point.
When ESX memory further decreases to 22G and 19GB, the amount
of ballooned memory increases dramatically. Also, the swapped
memory rises. As a result, the average latency increases to 1.22
and 2 times respectively. This is owing to the significantly higher
page-fault wait cost of ballooning and hypervisor-level swapping.
This experiment was repeated after attaching an SSD, of size 40GB,
to the ESX Server. ESX is designed to utilize an SSD as a device for
swapping out VM’s memory pages. The average latency in the
presence of the SSD is shown in the same figure 1.00, 1.03, 1.11, 1.16.
It can be seen that the performance degradation is significantly
lower. This experiment shows that certain workloads maintain
performance in the presence of an SSD even when the ESX Server
is severely overcommitted.
The experiments in this section show that memory overcommitment
does not necessarily indicate performance loss. As long as the
applications active working set size is smaller than the available
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ESX memory, the performance degradation may be tolerable. In many
situations where memory is slightly or moderately overcommitted,
page sharing and ballooning is able to reclaim memory gracefully
without significantly performance penalty. However, under high
memory overcommitment hypervisor-level swapping may occur,
leading to significant performance degradation.
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5. Conclusion
Reliable memory overcommitment is a unique capability of
ESX, not present in any contemporary hypervisor. Using memory
overcommitment, ESX can power on VMs such that the total
configured memory of all powered-on VMs exceed ESX memory.
ESX distributes memory between all VMs in a fair and efficient
manner so as to maximize utilization of the ESX Server. At the
same time memory overcommitment is reliable. This means that
VMs will not be prematurely terminated or suspended owing to
memory overcommitment. Memory reclamation techniques of
ESX guarantees safe operation of VMs in a memory
overcommitted environment.
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Abstract

1. Introduction

At the advent of virtualization, primary storage equated spinning
disks. Today, the enterprise storage landscape is rapidly changing
with low-latency all-flash storage arrays, specialized flash-based
I/O appliances, and hybrid arrays with built-in flash. Also, with the
adoption of host-side flash cache solutions (similar to vFlash), the
read-write mix of operations emanating from the server is more
write-dominated (since reads are increasingly served locally from
cache). Is the original ESXi I/O multipathing logic that was developed
for disk-based arrays still applicable in this new flash storage era?
Are there optimizations we can develop as a differentiator in the
vSphere platform for supporting this core functionality?

Traditionally, storage arrays were built of spinning disks with a few
gigabytes of battery-backed NVRAM as local cache. The typical
I/O response time was multiple milliseconds, and the maximum
supported IOPS were a few thousand. Today in the flash era, arrays
are advertising I/O latencies of under a millisecond and IOPS on
the order of millions. XtremIO [20] (now EMC), Violin Memory [16],
WhipTail [18], Nimbus [7], Solid-Fire [22], PureStorage [14],
Nimble [13], GridIron (now Violin) [23], CacheIQ (now NetApp) [21],
and Avere Systems [11] are some of the emerging startups developing
storage solutions that leverage flash. Additionally, established
players (namely EMC, IBM, HP, Dell, and NetApp) are also actively
developing solutions. Flash is also being adopted within servers as
a flash cache to accelerate I/Os by serving them locally—some of
the example solutions include [8, 10, 17, 24]. Given the current trends,
it is expected that all-flash and hybrid arrays will completely
replace the traditional disk-based arrays by the end of this
decade. To summarize, the I/O saturation bottleneck is now
shifting—administrators are no longer worried about how many
requests the array can service, but rather how fast the server can
be configured to send these I/O requests and utilize the bandwidth.

This paper argues that existing I/O multipathing in ESXi is not the
most optimal for flash-based arrays. In our evaluation, the maximum
I/O throughput is not bound by a hardware resource bottleneck,
but rather by the Pluggable Storage Architecture (PSA) module
that implements the multipathing logic. The root cause is the
affinity maintained by the PSA module between the host traffic
and a subset of the ports on the storage array (referred to as
Active Optimized paths). Today, the Active Un-optimized paths
are used only during hardware failover events, since un-optimized
paths exhibit higher service time than optimized paths. Thus, even
though the Host Bus Adaptor (HBA) hardware is not completely
saturated, we are artificially constrained in software by limiting
to the Active Optimized paths only.
We implemented a new multipathing approach called PSP Adaptive
as a Path-Selection Plug-in in the PSA. This approach detects I/O
path saturation (leveraging existing SIOC techniques), and spreads
the write operations across all the available paths (optimized and
un-optimized), while reads continue to maintain their affinity
paths. The key observation was that the higher service times in
the un-optimized paths are still lower than the wait times in the
optimized paths. Further, read affinity is important to maintain
given the session-based prefetching and caching semantics
used by the storage arrays. During periods of non-saturation, our
approach switches to the traditional affinity model for both reads
and writes. In our experiments, we observed significant (up to
30%) improvements in throughput for some workload scenarios.
We are currently in the process of working with a wide range of
storage partners to validate this model for various Asymmetric
Logical Units Access (ALUA) storage implementations and even
Metro Clusters.

Multipathing is a mechanism for a server to connect to a storage
array using multiple available fabric ports. ESXi’s multipathing
logic is implemented as a Path Selection Plug-in (PSP) within the
PSA (Pluggable Storage Architecture) layer [12]. The ESXi product
today ships with three different multipathing algorithms as a NMP
(Native Multipathing Plug-in) framework: PSP FIXED, PSP MRU,
and PSP RR. Both PSP FIXED and PSP MRU utilize only one fixed
path for I/O requests and do not perform any load balancing, while
PSP RR does a simple round-robin load balancing among all Active
Optimized paths. Also, there are commercial solutions available (as
described in the related work section) that essentially differ in how
they distribute load across the Active Optimized paths.
In this paper, we explore a novel idea of using both Active Optimized
and Un-optimized paths concurrently. Active Un-optimized paths
have traditionally been used only for failover scenarios, since these
paths are known to exhibit a higher service time compared to Active
Optimized paths. The hypothesis of our approach was that the service
times were high, since the contention bottleneck is the array
bandwidth, limited by the disk IOPS. In the new flash era, the
array is far from being a hardware bottleneck. We discovered
that our hypothesis is half true, and we designed a plug-in
solution around it called PSP Adaptive.

1 Li Zhou was a VMware employee when working on this project.
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The key contributions of this paper are:

Multipathing in ESXi Today

• Develop a novel approach for I/O multipathing in ESXi,
specifically optimized for flash-enabled arrays. Within this
context, we designed an algorithm that adaptively switches
between traditional multipathing and spreading writes across
Active Optimized and Active Un-optimized paths.
• Implementation of the PSP Adaptive plug-in within the
PSA module, and experimental evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers
multipathing in ESXi today. Section 3 describes related work.
Sections 4 and 5 cover the design details and evaluation,
followed by conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work
There are three different types of storage arrays regarding the
dual controller implementation: active/active, active/standby, and
Asymmetric Logical Units Access (ALUA) [25]. Defined in the SCSI
standard, ALUA provides a standard way for hosts to discover and
manage multiple paths to the target. Unlike active/active systems,
ALUA affiliates one of the controllers as optimized and serves I/Os
from this controller in the current VMware ESXi path selection
plug-in [12]. Unlike active/standby arrays that cannot serve I/O
through the standby controller, ALUA storage array is able
to serve I/O requests from both optimized and un-optimized
controllers. ALUA storage arrays have become very popular.
Today most mainstream storage arrays (e.g., most popular
arrays made by EMC and NetApp) support ALUA.
Multipathing for Storage Area Network (SAN) has been designed
as a fault-tolerance technique to avoid single point failure as well
as provide performance enhancement optimization via load
balancing [3]. Multipathing has been implemented in all major
operating systems such as Linux, including different storage stack
layers [9, 26, 28]; Solaris [5]; FreeBSD [6]; and Windows [19].
Multipathing has also been offered as third-party provided
products such as Symantec Veritas [15] and EMC Powerpath [1].
ESXi has inbox multipathing support in Native Multipath Plug-in
(NMP), and it has several different flavors of path selection algorithm
(such as Round Robin, MRU, and Fixed) for different devices. ESXi
also supports third-party multipathing plug-ins in the forms of PSP
(Path Selection Plug-in), SATP (Storage Array Type Plug-in), and MPP
(Multi-Pathing Plug-in), all under the ESXi PSA framework. EMC,
NetApp, Dell Equalogic, and others have developed their solutions
on ESXi PSA. Most of the implementations do simple round robin
among active paths [27, 26] based on number of complete I/Os or
transferred bytes for each path. Some third-party solutions, such as
EMC’s PowerPath, adopt complicated load-balancing algorithms,
but performance-wise are only at par or even worse than VMware’s
NMP. Kiyoshi et. al. proposed a dynamic load balancing requestbased device mapper Multipath for Linux, but did not implement
this feature [29].
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Figure 1. High-level architecture of I/O Multipathing in vSphere

Figure 1 shows the I/O multipathing architecture of vSphere. In a
typical SAN configuration, each host has multiple Host Bus Adapter
(HBA) ports connected to both of the storage array’s controllers.
The host has multiple paths to the storage array, and performs
load balancing among all paths to achieve better performance.
In vSphere, this is done by the Path Selection Plug-ins (PSP) at
the PSA (Pluggable Storage Architecture) layer [12]. The PSA
framework collapses multiple paths to the same datastore, and
presents one logical device to the upper layers, such as the file
system. Internally, the NMP (Native Multipathing Plug-in) framework
allows different path-selection policies by supporting different PSPs.
The PSPs decide which path to route an I/O request to. vSphere
provides three different PSPs: PSP FIXED, PSP MRU, and PSP RR.
Both PSP FIXED and PSP MRU utilize only one path for I/O
requests and do not do any load-balancing, while PSP RR does
a simple round-robin load balancing among all active paths for
active/active arrays.
In summary, none of the existing path load-balancing implementations
concurrently utilize Active Optimized and Un-optimized paths of
ALUA storage arrays for I/Os. VMware can provide a significant
differentiated value by supporting PSP Adaptive as a native option
for flash-based arrays.
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3. Design and Implementation
Consider a highway and a local road, both to the same destination.
When the traffic is bounded by a toll plaza at the destination, there
is no point to route traffic to the local road. However, if the toll plaza
is removed, it starts to make sense to route a part of traffic to the
local road during rush hours, because now the contention point has
shifted. The same strategy can be applied to the load-balancing
strategy for ALUA storage arrays. When the array is the contention
point, there is no point in routing I/O requests to the non-optimized
paths: the latency is higher, and host-side I/O bandwidth is not the
bound. However, when the array with flash is able to serve millions
of IOPS, it is no longer the contention point, and host-side I/O pipes
could become the contention point during heavy I/O load. It starts
to make sense to route a part of the I/O traffic to the un-optimized
paths. Although the latency on the un-optimized paths is higher,
considering the optimized paths are saturated, using un-optimized
paths can still boost aggregated system I/O performance with
increased I/O throughput and IOPS. This should only be done during
“rush hours,” when the I/O load is heavy and the optimized paths are
saturated. A new PSP Adaptive is implemented using this strategy.

3.1 Utilize Active/Non-optimized Paths for ALUA Systems
Figure 1 shows the high-level overview of multipathing in vSphere.
NMP collapses all paths and presents only one logical device to upper
layers, which can be used to store virtual disks for VMs. When an
I/O is issued to the device, NMP queries the path selection plug-in
PSP RR to select a path to issue the I/O. Internally PSP RR uses a
simple round robin algorithm to select the path for ALUA systems.
Figure 2(a) shows the default path-selection algorithm. I/Os are
dispatched to all Active Optimized paths alternately. Active
Un-optimized paths are not used, even if the Active Optimized
paths are saturated. This approach is a waste of resource if the
optimized paths are saturated.
To improve performance when the Active Optimized paths
are saturated, we spread WRITE I/Os to the un-optimized
paths. Even though the latency will be higher compared
to I/Os using the optimized paths, the aggregated system
throughput and IOPS will be improved. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the optimized path dispatching.

3.2 Write Spread Only
For any active/active (including ALUA) dual-controller array, each
controller has its own cache to cache data blocks for both reads
and writes. On write requests, controllers need to synchronize their
caches with each other to guarantee data integrity. For reads, it is
not necessary to synchronize the cache. As a result, reads have
affinity to a particular controller, while writes do not. Therefore we
assume issuing writes on either controller is symmetric, while it is
better to issue reads on the same controller so that the cache hit
rate would be higher.
Most workloads have many more reads than writes. However, with
the increasing adoption of host-side flash caching, the actual I/Os
hitting the storage controllers are expected to have a much higher
write/read ratio: a large portion of the reads will be served from
the host-side flash cache, while all writes still hit the array. In such
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Figure 2. PSP Round Robin Policy

cases, spreading writes to un-optimized paths will help lower the load
on the optimized paths, and thereby boost system performance. Thus
in our optimized plug-in, only writes are spread to un-optimized paths.

3.3 Spread Start and Stop Triggers
Because of the asymmetric performance between optimized and
un-optimized paths, we should only spread I/O to un-optimized paths
when the optimized paths are saturated (i.e., there is I/O contention).
Therefore, accurate I/O contention detection is the key. Another factor
we need to consider is that the ALUA specification does not specify
the implementation details. Therefore different ALUA arrays from
different vendors could have different ALUA implementations and
hence different behaviors on serving I/O issued on the un-optimized
paths. In our experiments, we have found that at least one ALUA
array shows unacceptable performance for I/Os issued on the
un-optimized paths. We need to take this into account, and design
the PSP Adaptive to be able to detect such behavior and stop
routing WRITEs to the un-optimized paths if no I/O performance
improvement is observed. The following sections describe the
implementation details.

3.3.1 I/O Contention Detection
We apply the same techniques that SIOC (Storage I/O Control)
uses today to the PSP Adaptive for I/O contention detection: use
I/O latency thresholds. To avoid thrashing, two latency thresholds
t a and tb (t a > t a) are used to trigger start and stop of write spread
to non-optimized paths. PSP Adaptive keeps monitoring I/O latency
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for optimized paths (to). If to exceeds t a, PSP Adaptive starts to
trigger write spread. If to falls below tb, PSP Adaptive stops write
spread. Like SIOC, the actual values of t a and tb are set by the user,
and could differ for different storage arrays.

3.3.2 Max I/O Latency Threshold

As described earlier, different storage vendor’s ALUA implementations
vary. The I/O performance on the un-optimized paths for some ALUA
arrays could be very poor. For such arrays, we should not spread I/O
to the un-optimized paths. To handle such cases, we introduce a third
threshold: max I/O latency tc( tc > ta). Latency higher than this value
is unacceptable to the user. PSP Adaptive monitors I/O latency on
un-optimized paths (t uo) when write spread is turned on. If PSP
Adaptive detects t uo exceeding the value of tc, it concludes that
the un-optimized paths should not be used and stops write spread.
A simple on/off switch is also added as a configurable knob for
administrators. If a user does not want to use un-optimized paths,
an administrator can simply turn the feature off through the esxcli
command. PSP Adaptive will behave the same as PSP RR in such
cases, without spreading I/O to un-optimized paths.

3.3.3 I/O Performance Improvement Detection
We want to spread I/O to un-optimized paths only if it improves
aggregated system IOPS and/or throughput. PSP Adaptive continues
monitoring aggregated IOPS and throughput on all paths to the
specific target. Detecting I/O performance improvements is more
complicated, however, since system load and I/O patterns (e.g.
block size) could change. I/O latency numbers cannot be used to
decide if the system performance improves or not for this reason.
To handle this situation, we monitor and compare both IOPS and
throughput numbers. When I/O latency on optimized paths exceeds
threshold t a, PSP Adaptive saves the IOPS and throughput data as
the reference values before it turns on write spread to un-optimized
paths. It then periodically checks if the aggregated IOPS and/or
throughput improved by comparing them against the reference
values. If not improved, it will stop write spread; otherwise, no actions
are taken. To avoid noise, at least 10% improvement on either IOPS
or throughput is required to conclude that performance is improved.

storage array is much less likely to become the contention point—
even if multiple hosts are pumping heavy I/O load to the array
simultaneously. Thereby the negative impact here is negligible.
Our performance benchmark also proves that.

4. Evaluation and Analysis
All the performance numbers are collected on one ESXi server. The
physical machine configuration is listed in Table 1. Iometer running
inside Windows VMs is used to generate workload. Since vFlash
and VFC were not available at the time the prototype was done,
we used Iometer load with 50% random read and 50% random
write to simulate the effect of host-side caching which changes
the I/O READ/WRITE ratio hitting the array.
CPU

2 Intel Xeon, 8 Cores, 16 Logical CPUs

Memory

96GB DRAM

HBA

Dual port 8Gbps HBA

Storage Array ALUA enabled array with 16 LUNs on SSD,
each LUN 100MB
FC Switch

8Gbps FC switch

Table 1. Testbed Configuration

Figure 3 and Figure 4 compare the performance of PSP RR and
PSP Adaptive when there is I/O contention on the HBA port. By
spreading WRITEs to un-optimized paths during I/O contention,
PSP Adaptive is able to increase aggregated system IOPS and
throughput, at the cost of slightly higher average WRITE latency.
The aggregated system throughput improvement also increases
with increasing I/O block size.
Overall, the performance evaluation results show that PSP
Adaptive can increase system aggregated throughput and IOPS
during I/O contention, and is self-adaptive to workload changes.

Overall system performance is considered improved even if only
one of the two measures (IOPS and throughput) improves. This
is because I/O pattern change should not decrease both values
simultaneously. For example, if I/O block sizes go down, aggregated
throughput could go down, but IOPS should go up. If system load
goes up, both IOPS and throughput should go up with write spread.
If both aggregated IOPS and throughput go down, PSP Adaptive
concludes that it is because system load is going down.
If system load goes down, the aggregated IOPS and throughput
could go down as well and cause PSP Adaptive to stop write
spread. This is fine, because less system load means I/O latency
will be improved. Unless the I/O latency on optimized paths
exceeds t a again, write spread will not be turned on again.

3.3.4 Impact on Other Hosts in the Same Cluster

Usually one host utilizing the un-optimized paths could negatively
affect other hosts that are connected to the same ALUA storage
array. However, as explained in the earlier sections, the greatly
boosted I/O performance of new flash-based storage means the
16

Figure 3. Throughput: PSP RR vs PSP Adaptive
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5. Conclusion and Future Work
With the rapid adoption of flash, it is important to revisit some
of the fundamental building blocks of the vSphere stack. I/O
multipathing is critical for scale and performance, and any
improvements translate into improved end-user experience
as well as higher VM density on ESXi. In this paper, we explored
an approach that challenged the old wisdom of multipathing that
active un-optimized paths should not be used for load balancing.
Our implementation showed that spreading of writes on all paths
has advantages during contention, but should be avoided during
normal load scenarios. PSP Adaptive is a PSP plug-in that we
developed to adaptively switch load-balancing strategies based
on system load.
Moving forward, we are working to further enhance the adaptive
logic by introducing a path scoring attribute that ranks different
paths based on I/O latency, bandwidth, and other factors. The
score is used to decide whether a specific path should be used for
different system I/O load conditions. Further, we want to decide
the percentage of I/O requests that should be dispatched to a
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Another important storage trend is the emergence of active/active
storage across metro distances—EMC’s VPLEX [2, 4] is the leading
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expose asymmetry in service times, even across active optimized
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intermediate hops. An adaptive multipath strategy could be
useful for the overall performance.
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Abstract
With the recent advances in virtualization technology, both in the
hypervisor software and in the processor architectures, one can
state that VMware vSphere® runs virtualized applications at nearnative performance levels. This is certainly true against a baseline
of the early days of virtualization, when reaching even half the
performance of native systems was a distant goal. However, this
near-native performance has made the task of root causing any
remaining performance differences more difficult. In this paper, we
will present a methodology for a more detailed examination of the
effects of virtualization on performance, and present sample results.
We will look at the performance on vSphere 5.1 of an OLTP workload,
a typical Hadoop application, and low latency applications. We will
analyze the performance and highlight the areas that cause an
application to run more slowly in a virtualized server. The pioneers
of the early days of virtualization invented a battery of tools to
study and optimize performance. We will show that as the gap
between virtual and native performance has closed, these traditional
tools are no longer adequate for detailed investigations. One of
our novel contributions is combining the traditional tools with
hardware monitoring facilities to see how the processor execution
profile changes on a virtualized server.
We will show that the increase in translation lookaside buffer
(TLB) miss handling costs due to the hardware-assisted memory
management unit (MMU) is the largest contributor to the performance
gap between native and virtual servers. The TLB miss ratio also
rises on virtual servers, further increasing the miss processing
costs. Many of the other performance differences with native
(e.g., additional data cache misses) are also due to the heavier
TLB miss processing behaviour of virtual servers. Depending
on the application, ¼ to ½ of the performance difference is due
to the time spent in the hypervisor kernel. This is expected, as all
networking and storage I/O has to get processed twice: once in
the virtual device in the guest, once in the hypervisor kernel.
The hypervisor virtual machine monitor (VMM) is responsible for
only 1-3% of the overall time. In other words, the VMM, which was
responsible for much of the virtualization overhead of the early
hypervisors, is now a small contributor to virtualization overhead.
The results point to new areas, such as TLBs and address translation,
to work on in order to further close the gap between virtual and
native performance.

Methodology for Performance Analysis of
VMware vSphere under Tier-1 Applications

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.4 [Computer Systems
Organization]: Performance of Systems – Design studies,
Measurement techniques, Performance attributes.
General Terms: Measurement, Performance, Design,
Experimentation.
Keywords: Tier-1 Applications, database performance,
hardware counters.

1. Introduction
Over the past 10 years, the performance of applications running
on vSphere has gone from as low as 20% of native in the very early
days of ESX1 to what is commonly called near-native performance,
a term that has come to imply an overhead of less than 20%. Many
tools and methods were invented along the way to measure and
tune performance in virtual environments [2, 1]. But with overheads
at such low levels, drilling down into the source of performance
differences between native and virtual has become very difficult.
The genesis of this work was a project to study the performance
of vSphere running Tier-1 Applications, in particular a relational
database running an Online Transaction Processing (OLTP)
workload, which is commonly considered a very heavy workload.
Along the way, we discovered that existing tools could not account
for the difference between native and virtual performance. At this
point, we turned to hardware event monitoring tools, and combined
them with software profiling tools to drill down into the performance
overheads. Later measurements with Hadoop and latency-sensitive
applications showed that the same methodology and tools can
be used for investigating performance of those applications, and
furthermore, the sources of virtualization performance overhead
are similar for all these workloads. This paper describes the tools
and the methodology for such measurements.

1.1 vSphere hypervisor
VMware vSphere contains various components, including the
virtual machine monitor (VMM) and the VMkernel. The VMM
implements the virtual hardware that runs a virtual machine. The
virtual hardware comprises the virtual CPUs, timers, and devices.
A virtual CPU includes a Memory Management Unit (MMU), which

1 When VMware introduced its server-class, type 1 hypervisor in 2001, it was called ESX.
The name changed to vSphere with release 4.1 in 2009.
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can be implemented using EPT on modern Intel CPUs. The VMkernel
is the kernel of vSphere, responsible for managing the resources of
the physical system and providing services to the VMMs and user
worlds. VMkernel is designed to efficiently run virtual machine
workloads and provide strong isolation between VMs [2].

2. Experiments
2.1 Benchmarks
2.1.1 OLTP
The workload used in our OLTP experiments is based on the TPC-C
benchmark [9]. We will refer to this workload as the OLTP benchmark.
The OLTP benchmark is a non-comparable implementation of the
TPC-C business model; our results are not TPC-C compliant, and
not comparable to official TPC-C results.
TPC-C is a database benchmark with many small transactions. Of
the five transaction types, three update the database; the other
two, which occur with relatively low frequency, are read-only.
This workload fully utilizes the CPU, yet is sensitive to storage and
networking latency. The I/O load is quite heavy and consists of small
access sizes (2K-16K). The disk I/O accesses consist of random reads
and writes with a 2:1 ratio in favor of reads. In terms of the impact
on the system, this benchmark spends considerable execution time
in the operating system kernel context, which is harder to virtualize
than user-mode code. Specifically, how well a hypervisor virtualizes
the hardware interrupt processing, I/O handling, context switching,
and scheduler portions of the guest operating system code is critical
to the performance of this benchmark. The workload is also very
sensitive to the processor cache and translation lookaside buffer
(TLB) hit ratios.
This benchmark is the biggest hammer we have to beat on vSphere
and observe its performance.

2.1.2 Hadoop
Big Data workloads are an important new class of applications for
VMware. While standard benchmarks are lacking, the canonical
test is TeraSort running on Hadoop. It requires very high network
and storage throughput, and also saturates the CPU during the
most important phase of the test. Unlike the OLTP benchmark,
the disk I/O consists of large sequential reads and writes and
does not stress either the guest OS or VMkernel nearly as much.
While TeraSort is not particularly sensitive to network latency,
it is sensitive to the CPU overhead generated.
The tests reported here were based on running Cloudera’s
distribution of Apache Hadoop, CDH 4.1.1 with MRv1. We will
focus on the performance of the “map/shuffle” phase of TeraSort.
This phase saturates the CPU and exposes the virtualization
over-head to the greatest degree.
TeraSort performance can be greatly improved by partitioning the
servers into multiple smaller VMs. This is due to improved hardware
utilization, not to reduced virtualization overhead. Therefore, similar
to the OTLP workload, we report on the “apples-to-apples”
configuration of a single VM per server configured with all
the processors and memory.

2.1.3 Latency-Sensitive Applications
Latency applications include distributed in-memory data
management, stock trading, and streaming media. These
applications typically demand a strict requirement for response
time of a trans-action, since violating the requirement may lead
to loss in revenue. There has been growing interest to virtualize
such applications. We specifically study response-time overhead
in running request-response workloads in vSphere. In this type of
workload (hereafter, these types of workloads may be referred to
as RR workloads), the client sends a request to the server, which
replies back with a response after processing the request. This
kind of workload is very commonly seen: Ping, HTTP, and most
RPC workloads all fall into the category. This paper primarily
focuses on configurations in a lightly loaded system where only
one transaction of request-response is allowed to run. Any overhead
induced due to additional efforts performed by the virtualization
layer then directly appear as extra transaction latency.

2.2 Benchmark Configurations
2.2.1 OLTP workload Configuration
Our experiments started with a 4-socket, 8-core Intel Nehalem-EX, and
we eventually upgraded to 10-core Intel Westmere-EX processors.
But to be able to compare with the original 8-way experiments on
earlier vSphere releases, we configured only 2 cores per socket in the
BIOS to have a total of 8 cores on the system. We did this to separate
the basic overheads from any SMP overheads. We did take runs
with 32 and 64 processors (32 cores, HT enabled) to study the
performance at higher levels, which showed similar virtual-native
ratios to the 8-way measurements. Our configuration consisted of:
• 4-socket Dell R910 server
––Four 2.4GHz 10-core Intel Xeon E7-4870
(Westmere-EX) processors
• For the 8-way runs, 2 of the 8 cores on each socket
were enabled at the BIOS level
––4X6.4GT/s QPI speed; 1066MHz DDR3 memory clock
––512GB memory (32x16GB, 1066MHz, Quad Ranked RDIMMs)
––SMT (hyper-threading) disabled in BIOS
––Turbo mode enabled in BIOS for most experiments
• Storage Hardware
––Two EMC CLARiiON CX4-960 arrays for data
• 16 LUNs over 62 73GB and 200GB EFD flash drives
––One CX3-40 array for log
• 30 15K RPM disk drives
• Software Versions
––Various builds of vSphere 4.0, 4.1, 5.0, and 5.1
––Networking and storage I/O drivers were configured for
maximum interrupt coalescing to minimize their CPU usage
––Operating system (guest and native):
• Original experiments started out with RHEL 5.2. Along
the way, we ran tests on RHEL 5.3, RHEL 5.6, RHEL 6.0, and
RHEL 6.1. The results reported here are with RHEL 6.1 unless
otherwise noted
––We always used large pages for the Oracle SGA by setting vm.
nr_hugepages to a value to match the SGA size
––DBMS Trial version of Oracle 11g R1 (11.1.0.6.0)
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2.2.2 Hadoop Workload Configuration
Cluster of 24 HP DL380G7 servers:
• Two 3.6 GHz 4-core Intel Xeon X5687 (Westmere-EP) processors
with hyper-threading enabled
• 72GB 1333MHz memory, 68GB used for the VM
• 16 local 15K RPM local SAS drives, 12 used for Hadoop data
• Broadcom 10 GbE NICs connected together in a flat topology
through an Arista 7050S switch
• Software: vSphere 5.1, RHEL 6.1, CDH 4.1.1 with MRv1
• vSphere network driver bnx2x, upgraded for best performance

2.2.3 Latency-sensitive workload configuration
The test bed consists of one server machine for serving RR
(request-response) workload requests and one client machine
that generates RR requests.
• The server machine is configured with dual-socket, quad-core
3.47GHz Intel Xeon X5690 processors and 64GB of RAM, while
the client machine is configured with dual-socket, quad-core
3.40GHz Intel Xeon X5690 processors and 48GB of RAM.
• Both machines are equipped with a 10GbE Broadcom NIC.
Hyper-threading is not used.
• Two different configurations are used. A native configuration
runs native RHEL6 Linux on both client and server machines,
while a VM configuration runs vSphere on the server machine
and native RHEL6 on the client machine. The vSphere hosts a
VM that runs the same version of RHEL6 Linux. For both the
native and VM configurations, only one CPU (VCPU for the VM
configuration) is configured to be used to remove the impact of
parallel processing and discard any multi-CPU related overhead.
• The client machine is used to generate RR workload requests,
and the server machine is used to serve the requests and send
replies back to the client in both configurations. VMXNET3 is
used for virtual NICs in the VM configuration. A 10 Gigabit
Ethernet switch is used to interconnect the two machines.

2.3 Tools
Obviously, tools are critical in a study like this:
• We collected data from the usual Linux performance tools,
such as mpstat, iostat, sar, numastat, and vmstat.
• With the later RHEL 6.1 experiments, we used the Linux
perf(1) [5] facility to profile the native/guest application.
• Naturally, in a study of virtualization overhead, vSphere tools
are the most widely used:
––Esxtop is commonly the first tool vSphere performance
analysts turn to.
––kstats is an internal tool that profiles the VMM. It is not a
complete profile graph of the VMM or the guest application.
If one thinks of the VMM as a collection of events or services,
kstats shows how much time was spent in each service,
including unmodified guest user/kernel.
––vmkstats, which profiles the VMkernel routines.
––Various other vSphere tools: memstats, net-stats,
schedsnapshot, etc.
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• We relied heavily on Oracle statspack (also known as AWR) stats
for the OLTP workload.
• We collected and analyzed Unisphere performance logs from the
arrays to study any possible bottlenecks in the storage subsystem
for the OLTP workload.
• Hadoop maintains extensive statistics on its own execution.
These are used to analyze how well-balanced the cluster is
and the execution times of various tasks and phases.

2.3.1 Hardware counters
Above tools are commonly used by vSphere performance analysts
inside and outside VMware to study the performance of vSphere
applications, and we made extensive use of them. But one of the
key take-aways of this study is that to really understand the sources
of virtualization overhead, these tools are not enough. We needed
to go one level deeper and augment the traditional tools with tools
that reveal the hardware execution profile.
Recent processors have expanded categories of hardware events
that software can monitor [7]. But using these counters requires:
1. A tool to collect data
2. A methodology for choosing from among the thousands of
available events, and combining the event counts to derive
statistics for events that are not directly monitored
3. Meaningful interpretation of the results
All of the above typically require a close working relationship with
microprocessor vendors, which we relied on heavily to collect and
analyze the data in this study.
Processor architecture has become increasingly complex, especially
with the advent of multiple cores residing in a NUMA node, typically
with a shared last level cache. Analyzing application execution on
these processors is a demanding task and necessitates examining
how the application is interacting with the hardware. Processors
come equipped with hardware performance monitoring units (PMU)
that enable efficient monitoring of hard-ware-level activity without
significant performance overheads imposed on the application/OS.
While the implementation details of a PMU can vary from processor
to processor, two common types of PMU are Core and Uncore (see
2.3.1.1). Each processor core has its own PMU, and in the case of
hyper-threading, each logical core appears to have a dedicated
core PMU all by itself.
A typical Core PMU consists of one or more counters that are capable
of counting events occurring in different hardware components,
such as CPU, Cache, or Memory. The performance counters can
be controlled individually or as a group—the controls offered are
usually enable, disable, and detect overflow (via generation of an
interrupt) to name a few, and have different modes (user/kernel).
Each performance counter can monitor one event at a time. Some
processors restrict, or limit, the type of events that can be monitored
from a given counter. The counters and their control registers can
be accessed through special registers (MSRs) and/or through the
PCI bus. We will look into details of PMUs supported by the two
main x86 processor vendors, AMD and Intel.
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2.3.1.1 Intel

2.3.1.3 Hardware profiling tools

Intel x86 processors have a Core PMU that has a number (currently 3)
of fixed-purpose counters, each 48 bits wide. Each fixed counter can
count only one architectural performance event, thus simplifying the
configuration part. In addition to fixed counters, Core PMU also
supports 4-8 general-purpose counters that are capable of counting
any activity occurring in the core. Starting with the Sandy Bridge
microarchitecture, each core is presented with 8 counters when
hyper-threading is disabled; otherwise, each core is limited to 4. Each
Core PMU has a set of control registers to assist with programming
the performance counters. The PMU also has EventSelect registers
that correspond to each counter, which allows for specification of
the exact event that should be counted. Intel also offers, as part of
Core PMU, a set of complex events that monitor transactions
originating in the “core” and satisfied by an “off-core” component,
such as DRAM or LLC on a different NUMA node. An example for
an off-core event is Remote-DRAM accesses from this core, which
gives an idea of all the memory requests that were responded to
by a remote memory bank in the case of a multi-socket system—as
is typical in NUMA systems. The diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the
core PMU on Intel x86 processors.

In order to fully utilize the PMU, powerful tools are required to hide
the complexity of using the counters as well as work around the
resource limitation and digestion of the produced data. There are
several tools which make use of PMU, such as Intel’s VTune, and
open-source tools Perf and OProfile, among others. Tools such
as VTune, OProfile, and other call stack profilers make use of the
overflow detection facility in the PMU and collect call stacks.
Certain other tools such as Perf and Intel’s EMon accumulate
event counts for a given duration, and they can do system-wide
event collection. Figure 2 shows the general architecture of
hardware profiling tools.

Figure 2. Architecture of hardware profiling tools

2.3.1.4 Hardware profiling on a virtualized server

Figure 1. Intel X86 PMU

To monitor activity outside of “Core,” Intel provides Uncore PMU.
Uncore PMU is independent of any particular core and tracks
inter-core communication and communication between core
and the uncore. An example of an Uncore event is to monitor
memory bandwidth of the interconnect (QPI). By their nature,
Uncore events cannot be attributed to any particular core or
an application running on it.

2.3.1.2 AMD
AMD processors have a Core PMU for monitoring core-specific
activity. Each Core PMU supports six 48-bit performance counters
that track activity in the core. Analogous to the Uncore PMU in
Intel, AMD has a NB PMU (Northbridge PMU), which supports
four 48-bit counters per node. Northbridge provides interfaces
to system memory, local cores, system IO devices, and to other
processors. Using NB PMU, it is possible to monitor activity
across cores and from cores to other components in a node.
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For vSphere-level monitoring, VMware provides a tool named
vmkperf that allows one to program the PMU, thus examining
activity generated by the guest(s) and guest kernel(s) and vSphere
kernel. The tool vmkperf is limited by the number of underlying
counters available, and raw data is presented to the user. Intel
offers a tool named EMon that works with Linux and vSphere.
It is capable of working with hundreds of events by time multiplexing
the counter resources, produces summary statistics, and allows
for sophisticated post-processing of the event data. We made
extensive use of EMon and Perf to examine all the layers present
when running applications inside virtual machines.
On vSphere we used a version of EMon called esx-emon that
collected hardware counts at the vSphere level (i.e., for the whole
system), including the guest, the vSphere VMM, and VMkernel. We
also collected data inside the guest using native OS tools by exploiting
a feature called vPMC, described next.

2.3.2 vPMC
Beginning with virtual machines that have vSphere 5.1 and later
compatibility, the core performance counters can be accessed
from within a virtual machine by using the Virtual Performance
Monitor Counter (vPMC) feature [12]. This feature allows software
running inside the virtual machine to configure and access the
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performance counters in the same way as when running directly
on a physical CPU. This allows existing unmodified profiling tools
to be leveraged to analyze the performance of software running
inside a virtual machine.
The virtual performance counters monitor the same processor
core events as the underlying physical CPU’s PMCs. However,
the performance counters of the physical CPU are not directly
passed through to the software running inside the virtual machine
be-cause of a few differences between virtual CPUs and physical
CPUs [4]. The first difference is that virtual CPUs time-share the
physical CPUs. That is, a virtual CPU can be descheduled from a
physical CPU by saving the state of the virtual CPU so that execution
can resume later. The physical CPU can then be used to run a different
virtual CPU. When descheduled, a virtual CPU can also be migrated
from one physical CPU to another physical CPU. The second
difference is that some guest instructions running on a virtual CPU
are intercepted by the VMM and retired using soft-ware emulation,
rather than executing directly on the physical CPU. For example,
when executed inside a virtual machine, the CPUID instruction will
trap into the VMM. The VMM will then decode and emulate the
guest CPUID instruction and increment the virtual instruction
pointer, retiring the CPUID instruction using emulation. The VMM
will then return control back to the guest at the next instruction.
The virtual PMCs are paused and their state is saved when their
virtual CPU is descheduled, and the virtual PMCs’ state is restored
and unpaused when their virtual CPU is rescheduled. This allows
the physical PMCs to be time-shared between the virtual CPUs that
are time-sharing a physical CPU. Also, this prevents performance
monitoring events that should be associated with another virtual
CPU from being accounted to a descheduled VCPU. Finally, it allows
the virtual PMCs’ state to be migrated when a virtual CPU is migrated
to another physical CPU.
The behavior of the virtual performance counters across VMM
intercepts is configurable. In all cases, when the guest instructions
are executing directly, the virtual PMCs will use the physical PMCs
to count the performance monitoring events that are incurred by
the guest instructions.
The first option, called guest mode, causes the virtual performance
counters to pause whenever the VMM intercepts guest execution.
When guest execution resumes, the virtual performance counters
are unpaused and continue counting performance events using the
underlying physical PMCs. Events incurred while executing in the
VMM or VMkernel on behalf of this virtual CPU are not counted by
the virtual PMCs. A profiler running inside the guest will show
overheads incurred only while directly executing guest instructions.
For example, when the guest executes CPUID, this guest instruction
will appear to execute nearly for free be-cause the counters are
paused while executing in the VMM.
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The second option is called vcpu mode. In this mode, virtual
performance counters continue to count even across an intercept
into the VMM. A profiler running inside the guest will show all the
events incurred, even while executing the VMM and VMkernel on
behalf of the virtual CPU. That is, the profiler will be able to accurately
account the time that is required to execute a guest CPUID instruction.
The profiler will also show that many instructions were retired
when the guest executes a single CPUID instruction, because all
the VMM instructions that were executed in order to emulate the
CPUID will be accounted.
The third option is a mixture of the first two options and is called
hybrid mode. In this mode, any virtual performance counter that
is configured to count an at-retirement event (such as instructions
retired or branches retired) behaves as guest mode. All other
events, including the cycle counters, behave as vcpu mode. When
this configuration is used, a profiler running inside the guest will
show an accurate count of guest instructions executed and will
also provide a picture of the overheads incurred due to intercepts
into the VMM.
We typically collected results in the guest mode, which excludes
the execution time in the VMM and VMkernel. The comparison
between the guest collection inside the guest and the data
collected by esx-emon allowed us to measure the impact of the
VMM and VMkernel execution on the system level performance.

3. Results
The OLTP results (with RHEL 5.6 and vSphere 5.0) in Table 1 were
the original impetus behind this investigation.
Pe r fo r m a n c e
me t r i c

N at i ve

vSphere 4.1 vSphere 5.0

Users

125

160

160

Throughput (Trans/sec)

10.6K

8.4K

8.4K

Ratio to native

1

80%

79%

IOPS

68.6K

54.0K

53.8K

Idle left

1.4%

2.6%

1.8%

Table 1. vSphere 5.0 results

We repeated the experiments on different hardware platforms,
and several different Linux releases, and saw similar results. For
these experiments, the server was configured for repeatability of
runs and for stability of collected data, for example, by pinning
each virtual CPU to a single physical CPU to have a near-constant
execution pattern on each physical CPU and consistent hardware
event counts throughout the run. This had a negative impact on
performance in the virtual environment and made the native-virtual
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performance gap wider than necessary, but made the analysis
easier. The native-virtual performance ratio did not change much
when we increased the number of cores and vCPUs to 32 as
depicted in Figure 3. In other words, SMP scaling is very good.

CPU cycles spent upon TLB misses. Figure 4 shows the translation
flow for small (4K) pages. There is one less level for the large (2MB)
pages in each direction (independently for guest and host pages).

Figure 4. Hardware support for 4K page translations

5. Analysis
5.1 OLTP workload

Figure 3. Scaling to 32-way

We ran in excess of 10,000 experiments on several different
systems to collect and analyze data. All of the tools described in
Section 2.3 were used for these tests, and results were collected
and archived.

4. Hardware Support for Page Translation
We will provide a brief description of hardware support for page
translation because it is something that figures prominently in the
results below. Memory translation in the context of virtual machines
was expensive due to the VMM being burdened with keeping
shadow tables updated. These shadow page tables maintained
the mapping between Guest Physical Address to Host Physical
Address. The mapping between Guest Logical to Guest Physical
address is handled by the Guest OS. Intel and AMD introduced
specialized hardware-level page tables to support virtualization.
This infrastructure is known as Extended Page Table (EPT) in Intel
CPUs and Nested Page Tables (NPT) in AMD processors.
The benefit of hardware-assisted MMU comes from avoiding
calling into the VMM too frequently to update shadow page
tables, thereby improving performance in general. Despite the
performance gains obtained by switching from software-MMU
to an EPT/NPT based one, however, there is still considerable
overhead inherently associated with EPT due to the multi-level
walk upon a TLB miss as depicted in Figure 4. Walking each level
of the (guest) page table structure incurs an entire page-table
waking of the EPT/NPT structure, considerably increasing the
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The common perception is that the virtualization overhead is mostly
due to going through the I/O stacks twice. The guest performs I/O
using the virtual drivers, but the same networking packet or disk
access gets issued by the hypervisor, incurring a second driver
overhead. To see if this was indeed the main source of the overhead,
we ran the Oracle client processes on the guest VM, so no networking.
We also drastically reduced the database size and increased the SGA
size to cache the database and lower the disk I/O from around 45K
IOPS to 10K IOPS. We still saw a 15% overhead compared to native
in this configuration that was geared towards collecting stable
data from various tools (the gap would have been smaller had
we strived for optimum performance rather than repeatable,
stable statistics). With the following profile, we would have
expected much better performance.
• The guest spends 86-90% in user mode. So the performance
gap was not due to a large, unexpected rise in the time in the
guest kernel.
• Kstats says 96-97% of time was in DIRECT_ EXEC_64 and
DIRECT_ EXEC_KERNEL_64. This is time in direct execution
of guest code, including privileged code. In other words, there
wasn’t a large growth in the execution code path length due
to virtualization.
• Vmkstats says 95-96% of time was in VMM and guest. So the
time in VMkernel was very small.
So where do the cycles go?
The results in Table 2 show that:
• Our cycles/tran has gone up by ~20%
––10% of that was in user mode processing
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• User mode path length was relatively constant, but CPI
(Cycles Per Instruction) grew by 11-12%
––2.5% was in growth in kernel mode processing in the guest
• We also have a slight increase in path length in kernel-mode
inside the guest from 123K instr/tran to 135K
• Worse kernel CPI
––8% was in kernel mode processing in VMkernel and VMM
• We have ~3% idle in virtual, even with minimal I/O. (We later
changed a configuration parameter, and removed this extra
idle in the virtual case. But were not able to repeat all the
experiments with this new, more optimal configuration.)
H a r d wa r e
counter

Mode

N at i ve

E sx- emo n

G u es t
emo n

Thread Util

Kernel

13%

18%

12%

User

87%

78%

78%

380K

697K

456K

User

2618K

2971K

2914K

Kernel

3.08

3.38

3.34

User

2.00

2.23

2.24

Kernel

123K

206K

136K

User

1306K

1335K

1301K

Unhalted core cycles Kernel

Thread CPI

Path length

the virtualization overhead for this workload. Discussing this data
with our Intel colleagues, they believe some of the CPI increase
caused by higher cache misses is also due to the impact of having
to traverse two page table data structures rather than one. In other
words, the address translation costs are responsible for well over
half the virtualization overhead.
Combining data from vmkstats and emon tells us that about 6% of
the increase in CPU cycles/Oracle transaction is due to VMkernel,
and another ~2% is in the VMM.
H a r d wa r e
counter

Mode

N at i ve

E sx- emo n

G u es t
emo n

ITLB Miss
latency cycles

Kernel

28

14

9

User

33

3

3

Kernel

25

65

69

User

39

97

104

Kernel

15

130

71

User

2,192

5,036

4,910

Kernel

881

2,083

616

User

85,795

13,296

13,366

Kernel

1,218

1,901

1,314

User

3,548

3,604

3,385

DTLB Miss PMH
busy cycles (total
miss cycles)

Kernel

40K

124K

91K

User

179K

351K

353K

Extended Page
table walk cycles

Kernel

0

36K

35K

User

0

202K

198K

Kernel

86%

86%

85%

User

87%

86%

87%

Kernel

8%

8%

8%

User

9%

8%

8%

Kernel

6%

6%

N/A

User

5%

5%

N/A

DTLB Miss
latency cycles

ITLB Miss page
walks completed

ITLB Miss page
walk cycles

DTLB Miss page
walks completed

Table 2. High level hardware stats

So we need to determine the source of the increase in user and kernel
mode cycles despite the user mode path length staying the same and
only a modest increase (when compared to the overall path length)
in the kernel mode path length. Studying the full hardware counts led
us to the TLB events in Table 3. (We have included the Instruction
TLB events in the table; however, the counts for the virtual case
are suspect. We are currently discussing these events with our
Intel colleagues.)
A complete discussion of memory management in a virtual
environment is outside this scope of this paper. Consult [8] for
an overview of this topic. In brief, the modern MMU assist features
in the Intel and AMD microprocessors make it easier to develop
a hypervisor, and greatly improve performance for certain
applications. Our earlier results with the OLTP workload showed
that even this workload benefitted from hardware-assisted MMU
virtualization [11]. However, this doesn’t mean that the address
translation in a virtual environment incurs no additional overheads.
There is still an overhead associated with EPT (Intel’s name for
hardware-assisted MMU for virtualized servers). The data in
Table 3 shows that just the EPT overhead accounts for 6.5%
of the 11.5% growth in user-mode cycles. Also, EPT over-head
accounts for 1.1% of the 2.5% growth in the cycles in kernel mode
in the guest. So all in all, EPT overhead accounts for nearly half
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Percent of
instructions that
hit in L1 cache
Percent of
instructions that
hit in L2 cache
Percent of
instructions that
hit in LLC

Table 3. TLB events per transaction for the OLTP workload

5.2 Hadoop
The results presented here are for the map-shuffle phase of TeraSort
on a 24-host cluster configured with a single VM on each host. During
this phase the CPU is very nearly saturated, network bandwidth is
about 1.3 Gb/sec (per host, in each direction), and total storage
bandwidth is about 500 MB/sec per host.
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This phase has a 16.2% greater elapsed time in the virtual case
compared to native (equivalent to 14% lower throughput). As with
the OLTP workload, a smaller overhead is expected based on the
map-shuffle profile:
• 82% of guest time in user mode

H a r d wa r e c o u n t e r

Mode

N at i ve

E sx- emo n

Percent of instructions that hit
in L1 cache

Kernel

95%

90%

User

99.2%

98.6%

Kernel

3.2%

5.3%

User

0.8%

0.9%

Kernel

1.4%

3.1%

User

0.3%

0.3%

Kernel

312

1,154

User

1,413

3,039

Kernel

0

420

User

0

1,377

Percent of instructions that hit
in L2 cache

• Less than 1% of total time spent in the VMM
• About 5% of total time spent in the VMkernel
H a r d wa r e
counter

Mode

N at i ve

E sx- emo n

G u es t
emo n

Thread Util

Kernel

14.8%

21.7%

15.2%

User

83.4%

77.7%

77.8%

4,613

7,845

5,516

User

25,954

28,106

28,229

Kernel

2.88

3.62

3.80

User

1.36

1.49

1.49

Kernel

1,602

2,164

1,452

User

19,109

18,856

18,959

Percent of instructions that hit
in LLC

DTLB miss PMH busy cycles

Unhalted core cycles Kernel

EPT cycles

Thread CPI

Path length

Table 4. High level hardware statistics for the Hadoop workload

Table 4 shows the high-level hardware statistics. For the cycles
and path length metrics a “transaction” is a single row processed.
The observed increase in total elapsed time is equal to a 17.6%
increase in cycles per transaction less a small increase in CPU
utilization. The increase in cycles is not much different than the
20% observed for the OLTP workload. However, the breakdown is
different, which in turn can be used to characterize the differences
in the workloads. First, 60% of the increase in cycles is in kernel mode,
compared to a 50-50 split for the OLTP workload. This is despite the
OLTP workload having a significantly higher fraction of its instructions
executing in kernel mode. The big difference between the workloads
is how the CPI changes with virtualization. The CPI increases by
about 12% for user and both hypervisor and guest kernel modes
for the OLTP workload. For Hadoop, the increase is 10% for user
mode and 26% for kernel mode. The difference between the
esx-emon and guest emon statistics shows that the hypervisor
has a CPI 14% larger than native, but the increase is 32% for the
guest kernel. These large increases in kernel CPI combined with
much more modest changes in path length result in almost
identical virtualization over-head in the guest kernel and
hypervisor (3% and 7.6% respectively) as the OLTP workload.
Much of the above high-level view can be explained by the lowerlevel hardware counts shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Low-level hardware statistics for the Hadoop workload

Unlike the OLTP workload, the Hadoop workload has a very high L1
user instruction hit ratio for both the native and virtual cases. Most
of the user instruction fetches that miss in the L1 hit in the L2 cache.
The result is a relatively low user CPI and a modest increase from
native to virtual. Kernel instructions miss the L1 5% of the time for
native and twice that for virtual. This pattern continues to the L2
cache and LLC. This is consistent with a higher kernel CPI and a
large increase from native to virtual.
We speculate that the sizes of the guest kernel code required
to execute the OLTP and Hadoop workloads are similar, but the
DBMS user code needed for OLTP is far larger than the Java user
code needed to execute TeraSort. The latter fits easily into the L1
instruction cache, while the guest and hypervisor kernel code
compete with each other. For OLTP, the guest user and kernel
code must compete for L1 cache space, and so adding the hypervisor
kernel code does not have a big effect. One implication of this is that
running a sufficiently complex Hadoop workload should show less
virtualization overhead than TeraSort.
As with the OLTP workload, EPT processing accounts for the bulk
of the growth in user mode time: 5.3% out of 8.3%. It accounts for
a bigger relative increase in kernel mode time (9%), although this
is a small part of the 70% overall increase in kernel time. Overall
address translation costs are almost half of the virtualization
overhead. Vmkstats shows that 5% out of the overall 16.5%
overhead is due to VMkernel, and kstats shows that 0.8% is
in the VMM. Most of the rest is due to increased CPI from
more instruction cache misses.
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5.3 Latency-sensitive applications
This section evaluates the response time overhead of four different
RR workloads on vSphere (VM configuration) against a native
machine (native configuration).
Four different request-response workloads are used to evaluate
and analyze the response time overhead: 1) Ping, 2) Netperf_RR,
3) Gemfire_Get, 4) Gemfire_Put, and 5) Apache.
• Ping – Default ping parameters are used except that the
interval is set to .001, meaning 1000 ping requests are sent
out for every second.
• Netperf_RR – The Netperf micro benchmark [6] is used
to generate an RR workload in TCP.
• Apache – The client generates HTTP traffic that is sent to Apache
Web server 7 [3]. The Apache Web server is configured to run
only one server process so that there is always one transaction
handled at a time.
• Gemfire_Put – Gemfire [13] is a Java-based distributed data
management platform. Gemfire_Get is a benchmark workload
that is built with Gemfire where the client node sends a request
with a key to extract an object stored in server nodes. There
are two server nodes that are replicated. All nodes are Java
processes. The client node runs in the client machine, and the
server nodes run in the server machine (or in a VM for the
VM configuration).
Table 6 compares the response times of four different workloads
between the native and VM configurations. Ping exhibits the lowest
response time because it is the simplest workload. Gemfire_Put
shows the highest response time, indicating that this is the most
complicated workload. The overhead of Ping is 13 µs, while the
overhead of Gemfire_Put is 23 µs. When a workload is virtualized,
a certain amount of overhead is expected due to the extra layers
of processing. Because a request-response workload processes
exactly one request-response pair per transaction, it is reasonable
to anticipate a similar amount of overhead in response time across
a different variation of the workload (as long as the packet size is
similar). It is interesting, however, to observe that the absolute
overhead is obviously not constant, but increases with a more
complicated workload.

a paravirtualized driver, VMXNET3, while the native configuration
uses a native Linux device driver. This makes it hard to compare
performance counters of the two configurations fairly, because
they execute different guest code. For these reasons, a simpler
workload is used to find any difference in hardware performance
counters between the two configurations. By running both the
client and server on the same VM (1 VCPU), the two configurations
get to execute the same (guest) code. Any network I/Os are removed,
while still exercising the (guest) kernel TCP/IP code. The workload
becomes completely CPU-intensive, avoiding halting and waking
up the VCPU, removing the difference in the halting path. Another
aspect of this kind of workload is that guest instructions directly
execute without the intervention of the hypervisor.
Table 7 compares the major performance counters of two
configurations: native and VM configuration (vPMC-Hybrid).
For both configurations, a Linux profiling tool perf [5] was used to
collect performance counters. In the vPMC-Hybrid configuration,
all events except the instructions retired and branches retired
increment regardless of whether the PCPU is running guest or
hypervisor instructions on behalf of the VM. The instructions
retired and branches retired events count guest instructions
only. This way, metrics involving ratios of guest instructions can
be used to calculate the cost of executing instructions on the
virtual machine. For example, one can compare the native and
VM’s effective speed using IPC.
The test runs for a fixed number of iterations (that is, transactions)
and hardware counters are collected during the entire period of a run.
Because both native and VM execute the same (guest) instructions,
the instructions retired counters of both configurations (native and
VM) are very similar. Extra cycles spent in the VM (compared to the
native machine), therefore, become the direct cause of the
increase in response time.
H a r d wa r e c o u n t e r

N at i ve

v P M C- H y b r i d ( V M )

CPI

1.43

1.56

Unhalted Cycles

376B

406B

# Instructions

261B

259B

TLB-misses-walk-cycles

227B

255B

H a r d wa r e
counter

Ping

Ne t p e r f

A pac h e

G emf i r e _
Put

EPT-walk-cycles

0

16B

Native

26

38

88

134

L1-dcache-misses-all

4.5B

6.1B

VM

39

52

106

157

Overhead

13

14

18

23

Table 6. Response times of four RR workloads

In order to understand why the overhead is not constant, hardware
performance counters are used. Hardware performance counters
provide an effective way to understand where CPU cycles are spent.
Observe that there is a noticeable difference in the code path
executed between the native and VM configurations mainly due
to the difference in the device driver; the VM configuration uses
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Table 7. Performance counters comparison

From Table 7, the biggest contributor of the increased cycles when
guest instructions directly execute is the Extended Page Table (EPT)
walk cycles. This takes 4% out of the 8% cycles increase. The use of
an additional page table mechanism (that is, EPT) to keep track of
the mappings from PPN and MPN requires extra computing cycles
when TLB misses occur. The EPT walk cycles count these extra
cycles. Interestingly, L1/L2/L3 data cache misses also increased
(only L1 data cache misses are shown in the table). 3% out of 8%
comes from L1/L2/L3 cache misses, with L1 data cache misses
constituting the majority. It is suspected that additional page table
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structures (EPT page tables) seemingly incur more memory
accesses, increasing L1 data cache misses. An increase in TLB
cache misses (excluding EPT walk cycles) takes the remaining 1%
of the 8% increase. This is likely due to more memory accesses.
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Assuming that the TLB miss rate remains the same (just for the sake
of analysis) when executing guest instructions, the over-head caused
by using EPT and associated cache misses become proportionally
increased to the duration of the guest code execution. In other
words, the longer the guest code runs, the more overhead will
be shown in response time. This explains why there is a variable
component in the response time overhead of virtualization.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions
Using a combination of well-known Linux performance monitoring
commands, the traditional vSphere performance evaluation tools,
and hardware monitoring tools, we have shown that all the workloads
studied here exhibit similar performance profiles when virtualized:
• The ratio to native is good, usually in excess of 80%.
• The VMM and VMkernel overheads are minimal, except for the
very high I/O cases, where we see as much as 10% of the time
spent in the VMkernel.

Besides the EPT costs, most of the virtualization overheads that
we discovered in our study are small. They are easy to dismiss.
Yet together, they add up to a total performance gap that
requires attention.
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Abstract
Virtualization provides several benefits to users in the datacenter
in terms of infrastructure cost savings (e.g., capital, power, space,
cooling, labor). Examples include highly efficient and available
resource, networking, and storage management. As many workloads
have moved to virtualized environments, it is critical that VMware
vSphere® handles scale and performs optimally. Any cloud
management system might experience suboptimal performance
if user-level operations are scheduled poorly. In this paper we
propose a feedback-based approach to maximize the platform
performance of vSphere with a gradient-based hill climbing
algorithm. We have implemented the gradient-based hill climbing
approach. Our initial results show promising performance
improvements, in terms of end-to-end latency, under the
vSphere environment.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.4 [Information Storage
and Retrieval]: Systems and Software—Performance evaluation
(efficiency and effectiveness); I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]:
Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search—Scheduling
General Terms: Management, Performance.
Keywords: Task Scheduling, Feedback, Virtualization.

1. Introduction
Virtualization [15] is massively deployed nowadays in the private
cloud environment. As the private datacenter scales up, management
operations in the virtualized datacenters become pervasive, which
places more pressure on the virtualization platform. Therefore, it is

important to manage the workloads in the virtualization platform
effectively [13]. However, naïve scheduling of those user-level
operations can overload the virtual center and slow down the
platform’s productivity and overall performance.
With the current vSphere [16] infrastructure, we carried out a series
of boot-storm experiments on the vSphere platform with a small
setup where different groups of virtual machines (VMs) were powered
on to understand the impact of highly concurrent workloads on
overall vSphere platform performance. We show the results in
Figure 1. A boot storm occurs when many virtual machines start
their operational workloads close together, thus creating a larger
load on the CPU, network, and storage. A boot-storm scenario is
likely to occur after systems have recovered from a power outage
or when logging in for the first time.
Our results indicated that the throughput of the system hit a maxima
after a certain batch size. In this context, batch refers to a group of
concurrent operations, and batch size is the size of the grouping.
When increasing the batch size beyond a certain number, throughput
for that batch size dropped. The ideal batch size that maximized
throughput in our experiments was powering on 200 VMs in this
test scenario.
Static throttling schemes are often implemented to prevent such
scenarios. However, this approach may observe limited performance
when the platform is capable of supporting more tasks. What we are
trying to solve could potentially help increase the throughput of
vSphere-related platforms. Furthermore, VMware customer feedback
suggests that provisioning and deployment scenarios tend to be
bursty. Issuing an optimal number of tasks on the platform, during
such scenarios, would result in reduced recovery time, better endto-end boot time, and a quicker provisioning process.
Our work aims to identify the throughput maxima for any given
vSphere environment and control the number of tasks issued to the
system, while adapting to changes in the environment. To solve the
above problem, we implemented a prototype, called vATM (vSphere
Adaptive Task Management), combining feedback mechanism and
an adaptive hill-climbing algorithm. Our initial results show promising
performance improvement with the proposed approach being
adaptive to the system background load. We achieved up to 54%
improvement in terms of end-to-end latency in the case of multiple
tasks experiment.

Figure 1. Tasks Throughput Experiment. The throughput is measured by the batch
size divided by the end-to-end batch completion time for each batch size.
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Note that we refer to vSphere as the target system throughout
the paper, because our prototype implementation is based on
vSphere. However, our approach is generic enough to be applicable
to other components of the system such as vCloud Director and
the Cloud Infrastructure Suite (CIS) [2].

how many tasks to launch in each round. The feedback controller
leverages this information in combination with system feedback to
adaptively control the outstanding operations on the system. The
architecture of the above discussion is shown in Figure 2.

2. Related Work
Feedback-based approaches have been widely applied in various
fields of computer systems [5] and networks [14] to provide QoS
(e.g., performance and power) guarantees in various levels.
A standard feedback-based approach is using control theory, which
offers various methodologies to solve such problems that demand
dynamic throttling and task management. It has been applied to
database systems [4], storage systems [7, 8], Web servers [3,10],
and datacenters [9, 18–20] to provide QoS (e.g., performance and
power) guarantees. Abdelzaher et al. surveyed the application of
feedback control to software systems [1] as well. A proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) controller [6, 11, 17, 20] is one such approach.
In this paper, we picked a simple feedback-based hill climbing
algorithm instead of exploring a PID controller which involves
specifying a fixed set-point variable that the system tries to
converge upon based on the controller feedback and requires
additional expertise and experiments. The vSphere system is
constantly under flux because of the wide variety of operations
being executed by varying amount of users, which essentially
means that the system does not have a specific set point where it
performs optimally; rather the set point varies dynamically based
on the type of workload and number of users issuing tasks on
the system. We also expect to achieve much more performance
improvement once the current prototype takes into account the
token-based normalization as we discuss in Section 6.

3. Design and Implementation
3.1 Overall Design
vSphere has a broad spectrum of tasks ranging from VM operations
like clone and power on, to host operations like add and remove a
host. Each operation has an associated cost attribution in terms of
operation latency. We introduce the notion of a work unit called a
token to represent one unit of operation cost. If we use tp to represent
the notion of the maximum token capacity of the vSphere platform
installation, it means that the vSphere platform has tp tokens to
give. Currently, we assign each task one token to play around with.
We will use this notation of work units and throughput when we
describe the details of the feedback controller in Section 3.3.
vATM (vSphere Adaptive Task Management) is a term that we invented
to describe the prototype we built. It resides between the clients and
vSphere. We envision this to be either a stand-alone service or a
component residing within the vSphere suite. The precondition is
that all tasks are directed through this component. Our vATM
comprises two major components: Task Management and a Feedback
Controller. The task management component is responsible for
sending tasks to vSphere as well as collecting task information
such as operation latency. The task-management part determines
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Figure 2. Architecture

We explain the two components mentioned above in more detail
in subsection 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2 Task Management
All task requests reach vSphere through the task management
component. If the task management component detects that the
vSphere platform is overloaded, it buffers the request in an internal
queue and reissues it when the platform is ready. In our prototype,
the queue is large enough to hold all the requests. If, however, no
overload condition is detected, then the task request passes
through. This component relies on the feedback controller to
obtain the overload condition.
Task management can be made more effective by targeting tasks
towards a granular domain such as a datacenter, cluster, or other
grouping based on the affinity of tasks. The advantage of going
with a granular approach is that we prevent hot spots (e.g., a busy
cluster) from unnecessarily throttling other parts of the inventory.
This is especially a concern in the multi-user environment where
the use cases and performance characteristics may vary across
parts of the virtual center server inventory. For example, cluster A
could be overloaded with several boot storms, and hence additional
tasks to cluster A may need to be queued by the vATM to avoid
cluster busy time. At the same time, there could be another idle
cluster B where tasks do not need to be queued, and therefore the
performance feedback metrics from cluster A do not need to be
applied to cluster B. In order to adopt this approach, vATM requires
a mechanism to map each task to an inventory component. Such
a mechanism of queuing tasks separately based on task ownership
is one of the extensions of this paper that needs further study with
additional experiments in future work.

3.3 Feedback Controller
Once tasks start arriving, the task management component
normalizes the workload via the token-based management
system and asks the feedback controller for guidance as to
whether to queue up the tasks or pass them through.
If the current queued task number tcurr is less than the concurrency
target number t tar, then the controller does not kick in and tasks
are passed to vSphere. However, in the case that tcurr is greater
than t tar, the controller kicks in.
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Initially, t tar is set to t min, the initial number of concurrent tasks
that the system will handle to start processing tasks. t min is a
configurable value. In case that tcurr is greater than ttar, ttar is
increased to be twice as much as t min, in order to collect at least
two data points about the task throughput to help identify the
trend of the throughput hill. To avoid overshooting the system,
t min should not be too large. Further increase of t tar is determined
by the feedback controller according to the hill-climbing mechanism.
t tar is gradually increased till the system achieves an experimental
maxima with capacity t p.

3.4 Observations
Certain observations influenced our design and implementation. In
the first experiment, we have in total 400 VM RAM reconfiguration
operations. We launch 10 tasks per round statically and observe the
throughput of each single round. In the second experiment, we have
in total 200 VM power-on operations. We issue 10 tasks per round
in a static way and observe the throughput of each single round.

During each round, the controller issues t tar tasks concurrently
and waits for them to complete. As tasks are completed in each
round, the throughput is measured after all the tokens in the
current round were received. The next batch size, represented by
t tar+1, is increased or decreased based on the following formula:

Figure 3. Fluctuation and variation. Observations with static throttling. A “round” is
completed when batched concurrent tasks are finished. Throughput is measured for
a single round.

where thpt tar is the overall throughput as of the current round,
thpt tar−1 is the overall throughput as of the previous round, t tar
is the number of concurrent tokens issued in the current round,
and t tar−1 is the concurrent tokens issued for the previous round.
We divide by 90 in the formula to ensure the normalized gradient
gradient norm is between −1 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).

If the gradient calculated across t tar and t tar−1 is positive, it suggests
that there is additional headroom within the system and t tar+1 is
increased in accordance. The larger the gradient value is, the larger
the batch size will be for the next round, and the quicker the local
maxima will be found. If the gradient is negative, it means that the
token throughput has dropped: vATM then decreases the tokens
based on the gradient, to obtain a high overall throughput across
rounds. We set a floor value for the system available tokens as well,
so that the vATM is able to launch at least one operation in the
worst case.
The increase in batch size is reflective of the throughput trend of
the system (e.g., the batch size will be increased more aggressively
if the vATM detects a steep rise in throughput). Once the throughput
curve starts flattening out, the batch size will be increased more
conservatively. At any given instant, the vATM maintains a constant
in-flow of t tar tokens on the system until the feedback controller
updates t tar.
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(a) Throughput fluctuates due to background activities
As shown in Figure 3(a), we can see that when the number of
operations is fixed, the throughput of each round fluctuates. This
fluctuation is especially true for shorter rounds. That challenges
the hill-climbing based approach a lot, since it is sensitive to
fluctuations. Therefore, our prototype should be able to minimize
these fluctuations (i.e., smoothing) by utilizing the overall
throughput across multiple rounds instead of the throughput
obtained from a single round, as we will see in Section 4.

4. Evaluation
4.1 System Setup
For experiments, we used a cluster consisting of three ESX hosts.
Each host is a Dell PowerEdge R610 machine with dual quad-core
Intel Xeon 3.0GHz processors, 16–49GB of RAM, and 540GB local
disk. We installed hundreds of VMs on each of the host. Each VM
has one virtual CPU, 256MB RAM, and one 20GB virtual disk.
We implemented the vATM prototype with the gradient-based
approach in Java using vSphere SDK [12] and using about 4K
lines of code. We evaluated the system with different workloads
such as boot-storm workload, reconfiguration workload, and
workload with mixed operations. We carried out experiments
via both the vATM and static throttling approaches.
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In the case of VM power-on operations, the static throttling approach,
as seen in Figure 4(c), launches five tasks in each round. The vATM
approach, as seen in Figure 4(d), starts launching five tasks in the
first round, and ten tasks in the second round as required by the
gradient calculation, and then reacts in an adaptive way. For the
static case, the overall throughput drops in the first several rounds
because of the fluctuations, as we discussed in Section 3.4, and
then becomes relatively stable. The vATM approach, on the other
hand, decreases the batch size in the third round, and then increases
the batch size in the following rounds until it hits a local maxima.
Then, the system becomes overloaded since there are now
more powered-on VMs, and the overall throughput drops as we
discussed in Section 3.4. At this point, the vATM approach adapts to
the changing background load by dynamically dropping the token
value, and therefore maintaining an overall high throughput.

Figure 4. Two different approaches on operations throttling. Throughput here is the
overall throughput defined by total number of finished tasks divided by total latency.
The unit is number of tasks per min. Tokens in the figures are the system available
tokens. One operation represents one task. Since we assign one token to each operation,
x tokens should trigger launching x operations as long as there are enough tasks left
in one specific round.

4.2 Results
We now present the results we got with different approaches.
We show how the vATM approach adapts to the overall throughput
variations, while the static throttling approach does not.
As shown in Figure 4, we performed three groups of experiments.
Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) represent the case of VM RAM
reconfiguration operations, where there are in total 400
concurrent tasks. Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(d) represent the
case of VM power-on operations, where there are in total 200
concurrent tasks. Figure 4(e) and Figure 4(f) represent the case
of mixed VM operations with equal distribution among four
operations: VM RAM reconfiguration, VM power-on, VM creation,
and VM snapshot creation operations. There are in total 800
concurrent tasks. The figures on the left side describe the static
throttling approach, whereas the figures on the right side show
the vATM approach.
In the case of VM RAM reconfiguration operations, the static
throttling approach, as seen in Figure 4(a), launches 10 tasks in
each round. The vATM approach, as seen in Figure 4(b), starts
launching 10 tasks in the first round, and 20 tasks in the second
round as required by the gradient calculation, and then adapts
to the overall throughput variations. In the static case, the overall
throughput is relatively stable. However, it is not improving further,
even when there is still a large gap for performance improvement.
The vATM approach, on the other hand, adapts to the overall
throughput variations by first decreasing the batch size—as it
observes overall throughput drops in the beginning several
rounds—and then increasing the batch size as it observes overall
throughput improvement in the last several rounds. In the last
round, there are not enough tasks left; therefore, the number
of operations is not the same as the value of tokens.
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In the case of mixed VM operations, the static throttling approach,
as shown in Figure 4(e), launches four tasks in each round. The vATM
approach, as shown in Figure 4(f), starts launching four tasks in the
first round, and eight tasks in the second round as required by the
gradient calculation, and then launches in an adaptive way. With
static throttling, the overall throughput fluctuates and degrades
in the first several rounds because of the issues we discussed
in Section 3.4, and then turns to be relatively stable. The vATM
approach, instead, adapts to the local overall throughput changes,
and hits two local maxima in the beginning several rounds, and
then gradually increases the batch size to further improve the
performance throughput in the last several rounds. In the last
round, there are not enough tasks left; therefore, the number
of operations is not the same as the value of tokens.
We also collected the end-to-end workload completion time for
different approaches with the above three groups of experiments.
We considered the optimal static throttling case (i.e., the best static
threshold we could derive based on offline analysis of workload) and
naïve static case (i.e., the threshold used for the static experiments
described above). These comparisons are shown in Table 1.
o p e r at i o n t y p e

NA ï V E
S TATIC

Optimal
static

vATM

reconfigRAM

2.45

1.56

1.67

powerOn

1.70

1.35

1.39

mixed

11.99

4.67

5.47

Table 1. End-to-end latency comparison (minutes)

We can see from the table that the vATM approach, compared with
the naïve static approach, improves the end-to-end latency of the
VM RAM reconfiguration operations, VM power-on operations, and
VM mixed operations, by 32%, 18%, and 54%, respectively.
These results show that the vATM approach is effective in adjusting
to the vSphere overload and therefore improves overall throughput.
The vATM approach shows great performance improvement
compared with the naïve static-throttling approach. When compared
with the optimal static approach, which usually requires manual
analysis on the history raw data, vATM is close. The optimal static
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approach outperforms the vATM approach by 4% for VM RAM
reconfiguration operations, 3% for VM power-on operations, and
7% for VM mixed operations, respectively. The reason is that the
vATM approach takes some time to find the local maxima, as it
starts launching tasks conservatively. We believe that with a large
enough operation set, the time period the vATM takes to find the
local maxima can be ignored, and the vATM approach will perform
even better.
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Abstract
A data-agnostic approach to automated problem (fault or change)
root cause determination in complex IT systems based on monitoring
and anomaly event data correlation is developed. It also includes
a framework for identification of bottlenecks and black swan type
issues in IT infrastructures. The relevant anomaly event correlation
engine (AECE) is designed, prototyped, and successfully applied
to data from real environments. This approach is based on a historical
analysis of abnormality events (obtained by application of an IT
management analytics) with their probabilistic correlations. The
general theory that applies information measures between the
random variables embodying those events is described, and a
particular scenario is discussed. The method is capable of detecting
origins of problems and generating real-time recommendations
for their locations in a hierarchical system. Moreover, it allows
localizing the bottleneck IT resources which are persisting causes
of historical problems. The black swan type events are shown to be
retrospectively identified and used in their risk estimation on-line.
The technology and algorithms are based on statistical processing
of virtual directed graphs produced from historical anomaly events.

Keywords
Network monitoring; fault management; anomaly detection;
anomaly event; event correlation; root cause analysis; bottlenecks;
black swans; pattern detection; probability; directed graph.

1. Introduction
Modern economies and business services are running on
complex, dynamic, and heterogeneous Information Technology
(IT) infrastructures. Previous generation rule-based diagnostic
tools and methods that are designed to maintain the “health” of
those systems quickly become outdated and useless. Furthermore,
managing today’s IT systems becomes increasingly complicated
with the deployment of rapidly growing cloud computing services
and virtualized environments.
Automated anomaly detection and related problem root cause (RC)
localization in IT-based business processes are extremely important
technological challenges. In such dynamic environments, statistical
inference models are used. Bayesian networks are widely used
(see [1]-[3] and references therein) for these and other inference
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applications, although with exponential complexity in network’s
tree-width. Interactive models such as in [4] for incremental
improvement of diagnosis do not allow complete automation
of the management solutions and self-healing capabilities that
adaptively learn and update system knowledge and react to
environmental changes adequately.
The goal of the current IT management area is development
of models, methods, and apparatus for estimation of dynamic
performance normalcy of systems, their abnormality detection
and control (which include misbehaving RC determination),
bottleneck identification, change point detection, and other
analytical capabilities.
The first step towards adaptive and universal solutions to these
problems include measuring the business and its IT performance
metrics (such as online users count and application response time)
and thus creating the “data image” of the system containing devices,
applications, and operating systems. At present, the quantitative
monitoring of IT networks and data collection for the whole system
in terms of various metrics (time series) is a common practice. The
next stage, and the main technological and scientific challenge,
is knowledge mining from reservoirs of measured data and its
proactive application in fault management of systems. New
mathematical and statistical methods and tools are needed to
turn this data storage into real value for performance management
of those systems. The latter includes a retrospective analysis of
collected time series data and online decision making schemes
based on that analysis. In this context, the identification of network
faults and slow-downs, as well as their precursor’s detection, is
the goal of those statistical tools.
Determination of a potential RC when IT systems are misbehaving
is the primary solution our method and the corresponding engine
provide. Our approach can also identify potential critical abnormality
patterns in IT infrastructures. The study relies on statistical modeling
of abnormality events’ lifetimes and their correlation in those
infrastructures. At the same time, the study does not assume
a contextual knowledge of systems or applications running in
networks. In comparison with existing approaches, we adopt a
totally data-driven approach that allows handling a large volume
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of fault events and produces recommendations for highly probable
root events and associated IT resources responsible for the out-ofnormal situations. Other algorithms in this field (such as [4]) rely on
heavy utilization of rules and topology knowledge of the applications
or systems to enable effective recommendations for root problem
identification and localization.
The methodology employed here relies on information measures
applied on the system abnormality events space to create historical
recommendation lists of components (resources) for identification
and localization of RCs of malfunctions in the past. The current active
events are then mapped into those historical lists to create active
recommendations. What this algorithm produces is a set of RC lists
rank-ordered based on a computed “likelihood index” that identifies
the most probable RC event in the generated list and the whole
events space. It is assumed that we have no knowledge of casual
and other relationships in the environment. However, if the system
topology information is available, it can be used to achieve a more
contextual recommendation.
Here we treat two additional problems: system bottleneck
identification and risk estimation of black swan type events.
Bottleneck identification is critical for improving the performance
of resources which are hindering the functioning of networks in long
term perspectives and are hidden in the whole anomaly history of
those systems. Hence, bottleneck localization and redesign in large
infrastructures prevent further causes of serious impacts on the
system performance or lower their probability of occurrence.
The second problem we consider is online estimation of risk of
black swan type events [5]. These events are extremely rare in
occurrence, but very high in potential to destroy the system or
significantly influence its functioning. This risk estimation can
also be done based on the analysis of past behavior of the system
being monitored and its projection onto the present with highly
probable scenarios.
As mentioned, for our analysis we use the anomaly events historically
produced on IT resources under monitoring and abnormality control.
An example of such an analytics and software engine is the VMware
vCenter Operations Manager that constructs and recognizes the
normal behavioral patterns of various IT resources and raises alarms
on “out-of-normal” situations in the system via dynamic process
control or thresholding. This technology implements sophisticated
statistical analysis for predicting the normalcy ranges of monitored
data based on its category, variability, change point occurrence,
and cyclicality. The reference [6] is an example of such a dynamic
thresholding algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates a metric within predicted
dynamic thresholds (DT) and illustrates the misbehaving areas
subject to alarming as anomalies.
The correlation method adopted here is parametric, statistically
counting for lifetimes of DT-based anomaly events. A similar event
correlation method that is non-parametric and also applicable
beyond the IT sphere is studied in [7] in the context of pattern
detection in semi-structured data such as log files.
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Event correlation techniques have been used over the past two
and a half decades as a principle tool for integrated management
in networks to detect causes of performance problems. The paper
by Martin-Flatin et al [8] surveys the evolution of those techniques
and challenges that need to be addressed in design of systems and
algorithms for modern, complex, and tightly integrated networks.
An early event correlation model, strictly deterministic, aimed at
improving telecommunications networks surveillance and fault
diagnosis is introduced by Jakobson and Weissman [9] (see also
references therein). Its conceptual framework relies on, in particular,
network topology. The systems designed within this kind of
framework substantially restrict their applicability in fuzzy
environments with growing capacities and depth requiring
scalability and universality. On the other hand, a uniform
framework employing casual correlation codebook formalism
(problem is an encoded alarm set with decoding to identify the
original problem) for network management is proposed by Kliger
et al [10]. The codebook approach does not quickly adapt to
changes in network configuration. An extended, single, rigorous,
and conceptual framework for casual and temporal correlations
was introduced by Hasan et al in [11].
In the context of the related work discussion above, the current
research belongs to the temporal correlation framework. At the
same time, we consider a general and universal abstraction of
anomaly events that are not network-inherent with a defined
collection of fault indications, but a statistically inferred dynamic
normalcy range violations of IT resources indicating change
against the system’s historically “representative” behavior.
Those dynamic ranges are obtained by self-tunable learning from
monitoring data. In other words, we introduce the highest possible
degree of generality (fuzziness) in alarm correlation theory
independently of any physical context, system topology, or expert
knowledge inserted in causality relationships. Moreover, in our
interpretation, a problem (fault or change) in an IT system is a
bundle of alarms or statistical anomaly events that need to be
addressed in an efficient manner, proactively preventing potential
regression of a system state into a serious performance issue.
(Alternatively, problems not necessarily yielding a malfunction
should be learned, produce a warning, and have their impact
estimated.) The shortest way to achieve the run-time problem
elimination is inferring the root cause alarms with their high-to-low
“ratings” to follow in system stabilization and recovery. These
definitions encompass the models studied in prior related works.
Our framework implies also that any infrastructural transformation,
evolution, or variations in the background physical flows within the
system, dynamically (statistically) update the alarm correlations.
As soon as the DT’s are historically constructed (recognized) for an IT
process under monitoring, they can be projected into the future as
prediction for time-based normalcy ranges. Any data point appearing
above or below those thresholds (or, alternatively, a series of points
consecutively staying at out-of-ranges) is an abnormality event that
can be characterized by an ID triple: {Resource ID, Attribute ID,
Symptom ID}. Under Resource ID we interpret any IT resource
such as server, computer, etc. The Attribute ID identifies a specific
process (metric, time-series) monitored for that resource (such as
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CPU, memory, active user count, etc.). The Symptom ID specifies
the abnormality character detected at that metric (such as DT
above or below).

The function α can be computed by an appropriate modeling of
event life-times. This is accomplished by representing a typical
event life-time as a log-normal distribution:

where t is the time from the start to the end of the event, and σ’ is
the standard definition of the log-normal distribution.
Using a slightly different convention,
Figure 1. Anomaly detection via dynamic ranges.

The basic layer for this study and our general Anomaly Event
Correlation Engine (AECE) is the construction of an IT event
correlation model (Section 2) that we employ to recognize the
historical RCs of past abnormality situations in IT systems. (This is
a methodology with less complexity compared with the approaches
adopted in the works [1]-[3]). The model introduces a graph
representation for those events with probabilistic interpretations
(see Section 3). Section 4 introduces the principles of statistical
elaboration of the graph and demonstrates the algorithm behind
our RC analyzer. The methodology results in bottleneck identification
and black swan risk estimation capabilities, discussed in Sections 5
and 6. Notes on experimental results are made in Section 7, and the
paper’s conclusion is included in Section 8.

the variable α can be defined as:

which can be interpreted as the probability of the logarithm of
time to be less than t’α. Rewriting the integral we get:

2. Modeling Anomaly Events
We analyze the historically detected abnormality events accumulated
(over a training period of several weeks) during execution of the DT
management technique explained in Section 1, and try to observe
correlations between their pairs within time proximity. Those
correlations we present in form of a probabilistic directed graph.
The nodes of the graph stand for the events, and the directed
connections between two nodes represent the conditional
probabilities of event pairs. In general, the conditional probability
of an event pair (Ej, Ei) can be computed by dividing the joint
probability of the two events by the prior probability of event Ei :

where ∆t is the span of time where events i and j are considered
to be coincident; α represents a function of the event lifetimes;
P(Ei, Ej |α,∆t) is the joint probability of events i and j; and P(Ei|α)
is the prior probability of event i.
For simplicity we will omit the parameters ∆t and α in the notations
of probabilities. For joint probabilities we will also use the notation

And tα can be obtained as:

The effectiveness of the assumption of log-normal behavior for the
event life-time distribution is shown in Figure 2. The two graphs in
Figure 2 show the cumulative distribution of the actual alert life-times
versus the log-normal distribution for two typical IT infrastructure
events. These two images are very representative of the various
observed events data in real IT environments.
Once the events and the conditional probabilities are known for a
system, the graph can be constructed as shown in Figure 3. Here
all the connections are bidirectional, and the joint probabilities are
indicated on the edges.
The graph represents the initial probabilistic correlation structure
of system anomaly events. The next natural task is to reduce this
graph in a way that preserves all the important aspects while
reducing the total number of variables that have to be handled.

Pij P(Ei,Ej│α,∆t).
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3. Information Measures
The initial graph representing the IT infrastructure events can be
of very high complexity. Therefore, we aim to make a reduction of
that complexity through elimination of low correlations which are
not able to significantly lessen the main information volume
contained in the system or graph.
The graph reduction can be accomplished by computing the
mutual information [12] contained in correlation between two
different events representing random variables:

where indices l and m indicate particular realizations of events Ei
and EJ, respectively. This shows that two events within our model
contain the following mutual information:

In the latter form it is a measure of independence for the random
realizations Ei and EJ.
Note that the mutual information is commutative:

To weigh the impact of a random variable event Ei on a set
(neighborhood) of correlated events

Figure 2. Events lifetimes vs. the log-normal distribution.

represented by

the conditional entropy measure can be applied:

where P(Ei ,Eis) and P(Eis|Ei ) are the corresponding joint and
conditional probability distributions for the events Ei and Eis,
respectively.
When coming back to the events modeled in Section II, then the
following impact formula weighs the risk of an event Ei together
with its influence on a set of correlated events

where

Figure 3. A graph of events with probability connections.
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can be interpreted as a “probability flow” from Ei , embracing both
the strength of outgoing connections and their coverage. To the
leaf nodes we assign a zero impact.
An Anomaly Event Correlation Engine: Identifying Root Causes,
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Note that the impact F1 (Ei ) does not comprise distant graph
connections from Ei , hence quantifying the first order impact.
Therefore, we can extend our theory to also include hierarchical
impact calculation of nodes. This concerns the case when the
events are presumably correlated indirectly, within ∆t time window,
but also intermediately, within a larger time span (h∆t) defined
by a multiple of ∆t. In such a scenario, to Ei a hierarchical impact
factor Fh (Ei ) is assigned that can be recursively computed over
the graph bottom to top in the following way:

where Fh (Ei ) is the h-order impact factor of Ei . For simplicity, we will
only reference the first order impact factor omitting the order index h.

4. The RC Analyzer
Flowchart 1 shows the architecture of the graph-based Root
Cause Analyzer (RCA) we apply to obtain run-time problem
RC recommendations based on correlation analysis of historical
events. The RC algorithm consists of historic and active modes.
To produce an online RC recommendation for a situation with
ongoing active alarms that significantly degrade the system’s
health (estimated by the basic IT management engine), an automatic
wake-up of the active mode is foreseen. Alternatively, the run-time
RCA can be executed by the user’s interaction at any scenario of
anomaly events to get the corresponding list of provocative events
and associated resources for problem(s) removal.
The particular blocks of the RCA are described in details below.

1) Correlation graph establishment. Based on the available
probability distributions, we generate the directed graph of
system anomaly events. (Figure 3 depicts a complete graph
of pair-wise correlations with joint probabilities Pij on edges).
Additionally, we filter out those conditional probabilities
P(Ei |Ej ) which are obtained artificially without any evidence
of Ej preceding Ei.
2) Graph reduction (with statistically derived parameters ∆+ and ∆-).
Assume a user defined parameter ε∈[0,1] which regulates the
sensitivity of graph reduction. This parameter allows the user
to introduce a control on tradeoff between the complexity and
accuracy of the analysis. Compute the mutual information for
each pair (i,j) and classify those values according to their signs.
+ and Q + + be the 0.25 and 0.75-quantiles of positives,
Let Q0.25
0.75
with similar notations for the negative data set. The algorithm
performs a graph reduction by eliminating “unessential” correlation
edges, applying the whiskers model, where the inter-quartile range
+ —Q + is an important criterion. Namely, if
Q0.75
0.25
I(Ei ;Ej)<∆+
for

I(Ei ;Ej)≥0
or
I(Ei ;Ej)>∆for

I(Ei ;Ej)<0
then the edge connecting the node i to j is eliminated, where ∆+ and
∆- are defined by the formulas

Figure 4 illustrates the edges which are removable (dash-lined)
according to the above conditions.
In Figure 5 another example is given, where the reduction results in
a loss of graph adjacency. The algorithm proceeds with its strategy
differently, depending on whether the situation in Figure 4 or in
Figure 5 has occurred.

Flowchart 1. Main blocks of RCA.
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3) Graph connectivity test. This test can be done by an algorithm
on the adjacency matrix A(i,j) of the graph (A(i,j)=1 if i-th and j-th
nodes are connected, otherwise A(i,j)=0). For this we can apply a
bit-wise OR algorithm to the rows of this matrix described in [13].
Then we need to identify each sub-graph. That can be done by
applying a flood fill coloring algorithm (for its classical version
in terms of graphs, see the book by Skiena [14]). Next, filter out
the nodes which are left without neighbors.
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4) Compute impact factors of events. For each node Ei in the
reduced graph, calculate F(Ei ) (for simplicity denoting it by F(i),
conventionally calling it “impact factor” of Ei on its neighbor nodes)
such that all the conditional probabilities P(Ei (n)│Ei ), n=1,Ni, exist.
Arrange them in decreasing order. If the test against connectivity
is negative, then repeat step 4 for all sub-graphs in the produced
unconnected graph. In the general case of random variable events,
apply step 2 and arrange the nodes according to increasing order
of the entropies.

6) Relative Recommendation Index (RRI) computation.
To show the relative “strength” of a recommendation relative
to the top element of the recommendation list (with highest
index being 100), to each i-th node underneath an index is
assigned with values computed by the formula:

It is evident that RRI(i)∈(0,100]. To reduce the ultimate displayable
recommendation list, a user-defined parameter is set to a value
between 0 and 100. It indicates the set of nodes which have RRI
above that value.
7) Lists arrangement subject to List Relative Rank (LRR).
In analogy with step 6, the separate recommendation lists are
also subject to ordering via an index which is called LRR. That
rank is defined by the “probabilistic weight” of the corresponding
sub-graph. That, specifically is the sum of prior probabilities of
sub-graph’s vertices (events). Let Vi be the set of vertices v of
the l-th sub-graph or list (among obtained L lists). The weight
of Vi is measured as follows:

Figure 4. Graph with negligible edges.

5) Obtain historical list(s) of recommendations. Arrange the nodes
in succession of impact factors obtained in step 4. If the test against
connectivity is negative, perform the arrangement for every separate
sub-graph. By applying prioritization it is possible to order those lists
as well. For example, taking take the sub-graph with maximum nodes
(“the most wide-penetrable area for a RC”) and put its recommendation
list in the first position in the general recommendation. Equally sized
sub-graphs are prioritized according to their “weights”, specifically
the sum of prior probabilities of the nodes comprising the sub-graphs
(see step 6). For final construction of historical recommendations,
in each sub-list a further filtering is applied to remove the nodes which
are left without descendants, i.e., without conditional probabilities
which condition on those nodes. Moreover, a user defined parameter
is provided to control the number of displayable recommendation
sub-lists subject to cardinality criterion.
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Figure 5. Example of connectivity loss.
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Similar to RRI computation, those weights are converted into
LRR’s. Suppose that they are already indexed in their decreasing
order, so W(V1) is the maximum. Then we assign:

Evidently,
LRR(Vl) ∈ (0,100] for every l.

8) Active events mapping and displaying the final
recommendations. In each historical list, indicate those
recommendations which correspond to the current active events
(here denoted by al, s for the l-th list (from L) doubly indexed with
s=1,…,Sl). Apply the RRI computation method in step 6 to them for
each list and display the result as a final recommendation list for
on-line RC check. However, the positions for active resources are
re-computed according to the “probability flow” and listed in
decreasing order. Namely, first calculate the following flows

In this context, a correlation graph-based Bottleneck Analyzer
is designed to optimize the users’ efforts in the localization,
identification, and removal of bottlenecks. The analyzer automatically
produces a recommendation list for the user to identify the most
probable bottleneck resources. If the bottleneck is not unique, then
it recognizes separable origins resulting in several recommendation
lists. The module can be configured to give recommendations
on different hierarchical levels of the system topology. Each
recommendation in a list is positioned according to its likelihood
or RRI. The latter shows how much the recommendation deviates
from the top one in its confidence. In the case of multiple bottlenecks,
the respective parallel recommendation lists are prioritized
according to their LRR’s. Flowchart 2 resumes the main blocks
of this algorithm.

for each active node from each list, where al, s (n) denotes the n-th
neighbor of al, s among Nl, s.
Let for each l the numbers F(al, s) be already indexed (by s) in their
decreasing order. Now apply the RRI technique:

where s=2,…,Sl, l=1,…,L.
9) Impacted resources display. For each recommendation line,
a sub-list can be attached with the impacted (by that event) resources.
For each recommendation node, separate those neighbors which
are end points of the arrows coming from that node and list them
in decreasing order of corresponding conditional probabilities. Then
apply the RRI technique of step 6 on those conditional probabilities
to further organize the list of impacted resources.

5. Bottleneck Analyzer
A bottleneck is a network component or group of components
(resources) with significant and permanent impact on the
network performance.
We define a bottleneck as one or more resources with persisting
presence in network failures, highly recommendable in historic
recommendation lists, and largely deviating from the rest of the
resources in its RRI.
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Flowchart 2. Main blocks of Bottleneck analyzer.
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Table I shows an example of bottleneck generating resources.
In this case, the impact generating areas are isolable, and hence
potential RCs are separable. Detected bottlenecks are marked by
bold and red. Their RRIs deviate largely from the rest of resources
in the same list. In the third sub-list, the absence of the bottleneck
is due to the closeness of the RRIs. In the fourth sub-list, the absence
of the bottleneck is due to the shortness of the list. The resource
IDs are associated with the events they generate. Here the sub-lists
and resources with low LRRs and RRIs, respectively, are not included
into the table.

analyzer operates in two modes: historic and active. The historical
analysis identifies those criticality patterns and produces related
categorizations for the past events data. In the active mode, the
algorithm performs a mapping of current alarms set into the
“historical picture” and indicates the risk of run-time criticalities.
We define the following categories of criticality as graph patterns,
where the idea of second and higher order impacts play an important
role in terms of fault propagation:
• Critical Node is a node that has prior probability that is equal to
or greater than the value of an upper threshold (see nodes B, G,
K and P in Figure 6 for upper threshold = 0.9).

Sub-List N

LRR

Resource ID

RRI

1

100

27

100

26

99

17

98

18

20

8

18

11

18

25

18

14

100

24

56

15

55

10

40

32

40

33

39

The above mentioned patterns are detected, in particular, for log
event data [7].

12

100

A. Black Swan Type Events

29

99

23

98

9

98

13

97

22

97

28

100

19

50

2

3

4

90.2

40.7

21.9

• Root is a node that has no “incoming” arrow ; in other words, it is
historically an impacting-only resource (see node D in Figure 6).
• Critical Path is a sequence of impacting nodes with extremely
high conditional probabilities on the connections (see the path
BRSTU in Figure 6).
• Extreme Path is a Critical Path with nodes that have prior
probability that is equal to or greater than the value of an
upper threshold (see the path HBAO in Figure 6 where the
upper threshold is equal to, say, 0.7). Note that in the active
mode the Critical and Extreme Paths are an appropriate
source of predictions).
• A Critical Sector of some magnitude M (defined by its nodes
volume or percentage of nodes) is a connected sub-graph with
the joint probability connections all higher than some value.
An additional category of event systems that is classified under the
concept of Black Swans is discussed in the next subsection.

We define the Black Swan as a graph node which has very low
prior probability, but extremely high impacting ability on a large
set of neighbors (see Figure 6). Then we define the concept of the

Table 1: Bottlenecks identified in historic RL’s.

6. Criticality Patterns and Black Swans
Graph-based modeling and analysis of anomaly events enable
additional automation capabilities in terms of proactive fault
management in IT environments. There are graph patterns
(nodes, paths, and sectors) that constitute important criticality
structures showing different scenarios of failure propagation. To
instrument the AECE with this pattern detection functionality, we
designed a Critical Component Analyzer (CCA) to categorize and
reveal critical nodes, connections, and sectors in the system. The
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Figure 6. Criticality patterns in a directed graph.
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black swan type event. The Black Swan Event is a set of black swan
nodes that in terms of significant impact covers a large set or sector
of nodes. In practice, the black swan event is a class of rare events
that inevitably leads to a system crash.
A correlation graph-based Black Swan Analyzer is designed for
revealing black swan type events in the system and performing
online calculation of black swan risk. Given the above definitions,
the main steps of the algorithm are the detection of black swan
nodes and then the black swan events.
Step I. Black Swan Node determination. Formally, the black swan
node is a node that has a small prior probability and a large number
of strong outgoing connections. In other words, it is a rare event-node
with extremely high impacting ability on the neighbors in problematic
situations. Simple queries can identify those nodes in the graph.
Step II. Black Swan Event determination. The Black Swan Event is
a set of black swan nodes which with high conditional probabilities
influence on a predefined area of the system or nodes. In Figure 6,
two black swan nodes (J and D) impact 72% of the system. A simple
check identifies whether the black swan nodes constitute a black
swan event.
The above two steps belong to the historical part of analysis of the
network. In online mode, it is always important to evaluate the risk of a
black swan type event based on a registered set of abnormality alerts.
Step III. Black Swan Risk estimation. This kind of risk evaluation
starts by matching the active alarms with the black swan nodes.
Every black swan node contributes to the risk estimate based on
its impact (a weighted coefficient) on the neighbors. In particular,
100% risk means that all black swan nodes have active alarms and
this condition will probably lead to the system crash based on the
high impact that such nodes have on the neighbors.
Flowchart 3 shows the main components of this analyzer with
indication of historic and active working modes. The active mode
is executed when we start to follow the run-time status of an IT
resource collection (container).

The quantification of the black swan risk varying from 0 to 100 is
performed as follows. Let the black swan event be determined
by the black swan nodes that cover C% (a threshold) of the graph.
In on-line mode, if at the time moment T the black swan nodes
impact or cover R% of those C% of nodes, then the black swan
risk RBS as a function of T is
RBS (T)= R%

Based on this analysis, the management system can raise alerts
on high black swan risks for particular system containers, as
Flowchart 3 shows.

7. On Experimental Results
The RC detection algorithm was successfully tested on data sets of
several online banking companies with very complex IT infrastructures.
Explicit presentation of numerical results might contain sensitive
information from those companies. Therefore, we discuss some
common and abstract aspects of obtained outcomes.
The experimental setup was focused on the data centers of those
companies, with a retrospective application of the vC Ops analytics
to their IT resource metrics and relevant anomaly events processing.
The experimental time span was chosen appropriately to involve the
most “painful” (implying revenue and business impact) to those
companies and their customers’ out-of-service dates and prior
period of DT alarms to have enough statistics. The reasons implied
those “outage dates” were detected by manual intervention of the
IT administrators with substantial investment in system remediation.
Given this side information, the aim of our experiments was to
retrospectively deduce the root causes that we would recommend
run-time for those critical outages (with application of our engine
at those infrastructures), and compare our recommended root causes
with ones mined by the customers alternatively in a non-automated,
time- and effort-consuming manner.
In all cases, the historical causes of system crashes were indicated
within the top (1st to 3rd) positions of online recommendation lists.
The qualitative aspect of this fact is that the historically most
impact generated IT resources, were the causes of real-time
system outages. It means also that the impact computation graphbased method introduced here is a practically efficient tool to
deploy broadly.
In the experiments, only the first order impact was used to obtain
the ranked list of historical and active RC resources. This fact
interestingly shows that even for deeply sophisticated infrastructures,
the RC identification can be achieved by a naïve (simplest) impact
quantifying formula. Moreover, that quantification has the lowest
possible complexity in terms of the impact computation for each
graph node that is a recursive process for the higher order factors.
Table II illustrates a typical recommendation list for prediction of
RCs (in this case isolable) of a system abnormality. The resource
IDs are associated with the events they generate.
At the same time, this table is a fragment of the results from real
experiments on abnormality events (DT violations) generated by
our IT management module for an online business infrastructure.

Flowchart 3. Black swan detection and risk estimation.
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Our methodology was able to correctly indicate the causes of a
one-day system outage that significantly impacted the company’s
business and its users’ activities. Here the sub-lists and resources
with low LRRs and RRIs, respectively, are not included into the table.
For construction of the corresponding probabilistic graph, we
processed more than 10,000 DT violation events registered during
the monitoring and surveillance of this online banking company’s
infrastructure over a two month period. Based on the historical RC
lists derived from the correlation graph, we were able to produce
the correct recommendation for problem localization at the time of
system outage with a high number of alarming resources reported
by our DT engine.
LRR

RESOURCE ID

RRI

I M PACT E D
R E S O URC E S

100

8

100

9, 7, …

7

85.09

9, …

9

84.82

8, 7, …

5

100

6, …

6

80.86

…

67.4

8. Conclusions
We introduced a new model of statistical inference for management
of complex IT infrastructures based on their anomaly events data
obtained from an intelligent monitoring engine. We demonstrated
the components of the relevant prototyped module AECE that
employs a directed virtual graph showing relationships and conditional
probabilities between event pairs. An information-theoretic processing
of this graph allows us to reliably predict the root causes of problems
in IT systems. This technique was successfully applied to a number
of data sets from real business environments running on very large
IT infrastructures. The approach is also capable of identifying
bottlenecks of network performance and evaluating the risk of
black swan type events along with several other critical patterns.
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Abstract

1. Introduction

Facebook graph search allows arbitrary queries that leverage
the vast amount of information available in Facebook. With such
a treasure trove of information, it is possible to answer a large
number of questions like “find all of my friends that ski.” Such
queries leverage this specialized Facebook database. Moreover,
these answers are unavailable through other conventional search
interfaces like Google. In a similar way, the database in a virtualized
infrastructure can also be thought of as containing graph information:
namely, the relationships between various entities like hosts, VMs,
and datacenters. Many questions of interest to an administrator can
be answered easily when couched in terms of a graph database.
For example, suppose a customer would like to know how many
VMs have disks that span multiple storage arrays, or which datastore
is most critical (because it has the most VMs and hosts on it).
These questions can be expressed simply in terms of graph
traversal. However, VMware vSphere® currently has no simple
interface to answer these sorts of questions. Why not use such
graph search to help with virtualization management?

When Facebook [3] introduced its search feature, it marked a
watershed moment in web search. The Facebook database is a
vast source of information that has deep relevance to its users.
While Google has access to a similarly vast and important database
of information, this information is not as specific to the users as the
personal information in Facebook. One important distinction between
search in Facebook and Google is the type of data involved. Facebook
is not trying to create a generic search engine for all data; rather, it
is capitalizing on the sort of data that is stored, namely, connectivity
data in the form of a large, distributed graph database [2]. In the case
of Facebook, the type of data stored (connectivity data) is wellmatched to the mechanism of storage (a graph database).

In this paper, we propose coupling the virtualization management
API, graph search, and social media in order to provide an easy-to-use
portal for answering a wide variety of graph-oriented management
questions in a virtualized environment. We expand upon previous
work in social media approaches to virtualization management and
use the metaphors of social media to define simplified relationships
between entities (for example, follower/followee relationships and
group membership). We use the VMware virtualization management
API to define the entities (for example, VMs and hosts) and
relationships (for example, datastore or network connectivity),
and we populate a VMware Socialcast® social media portal with
such data. Finally, we import the resulting graph into a graph
database and leverage easy-to-use query languages and interfaces
to access these graphs and answer common management questions.
We show examples from a preliminary prototype to demonstrate
the usefulness of such an approach and also describe other use
cases that leverage this sort of data organization.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.m [Miscellaneous]:
Virtual Machines, system management, cloud computing.
General Terms: Performance, Management, Design.
Keywords: Virtual Machine management, cloud computing,
datacenter management tools.
1 Lawrence Spracklen was a VMware employee when working on this project.
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Why is Facebook search useful? It is useful because it connects
people with the information they really care about, namely, personal
data. For example, a question like “Find all of my friends that ski”
cannot be answered with a pure Google search, but can be answered
using data from a social media database (whether it be Facebook
or Google+ [1]). A Google search is extremely useful for purely
factual information, but often less useful for queries that are of
a more personal nature.
In a similar way, a virtualization infrastructure has a wide variety of
information of interest to the virtualization administrator. This data
is currently organized using a combination of a relational database
(the virtualization management database) and an XML database
(an embedded inventory service). However, similar to a Facebook
search, many questions of interest to an administrator can be couched
simply in terms of the connectivity graph for the virtual inventory.
For example, an administrator may wish to know the answer to the
question “Is there an administrator with access to both datastore X
as well as VM Y?” This question can easily be answered via wellstructured API calls to the virtualization manager (for example,
VMware vSphere [13]), with vSphere performing the appropriate
queries to its relational database. However, an extremely simplistic
graph database can answer the question much more easily, and
such a query can be expressed more intuitively. Moreover, it can be
extended to answer a large number of other queries fairly easily.
In this paper, we propose reorganizing virtualization inventory data
into a graph database, combining it with relationships from social
media, and using this connectivity structure to address many
virtualization administrator pain points. We discuss results from
a preliminary prototype, and describe areas of future work
leveraging this computing model.
Simplifying Virtualization Management with Graph Databases

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe
how we map virtual inventories into simple connectivity graphs. In
section 3, we describe our prototype design for answering common
queries using this implementation. In section 4, we provide a number
of use cases and some preliminary results from running queries
against a virtualization hierarchy. In section 5, we describe related
work. Finally, we conclude in section 6.

2. A Virtualized Inventory as a Graph Database
A virtual infrastructure is basically a tree. In VMware vSphere, the
root of the tree is the vCenter Server™. The children of vCenter are
datacenter folders whose children are datacenters. The children
of datacenters are folders for different entity types, such as hosts,
datastores, VMs, and networks. Moreover, virtual infrastructure
also includes clusters and resource pools for further organizing
hosts and VMs.
One characteristic of this tree that makes it potentially confusing
is that a given node can have multiple parents. For example, the
parent of a VM is a VM folder. However, a VM can also belong to a
resource pool. Moreover, a VM runs on a given host. Each of these
could legitimately be the parent of the VM, but in the vSphere API
[14] (i.e., the VIM API), the formal definition of the parent of a VM is
a VM folder (or, more confusingly, a vApp in some cases). The other
‘parents’ (hosts and resource pools) are runtime properties of the
VM, and we informally refer to them as alternate parents.
The current technique for storing this inventory data in vCenter is
a standard relational database. A flat entity table stores an entity
name and its parent name. There are other tables in vCenter that
store VM and host information, and the alternate parent information
is stored along with the VM or host data in these tables. To traverse
such information in the VIM API requires the specification of a starting
node (for example, the datacenter where the host is located) plus a
specification for what nodes to grab during the traversal (for example,
all hosts and VMs). This amounts to a number of database queries
to retrieve this information.
In recent vSphere releases, a portion of inventory retrieval requests
are satisfied not by the aforementioned relational database, but
rather by an inventory service. The basic idea behind the inventory
service is that it is backed by a database that is optimized for XML
datatypes (in current releases, xDB). Because the data in the VIM
API is already structured as XML, storing this data in xDB as XML
documents effectively lowers the ‘impedance mismatch’ that occurs
when a user queries for data. Essentially, the XML database is
optimized for the document format used in vSphere. The query
language used by this database is xQuery, optimized for queries
of XML data. This is helpful for accessing lists of VMs under a folder
or attributes of a VM, since each is effectively a property of some
XML document. For example, to get the parent of each VM, the
following query is used:
#1 for $vm in //VirtualMachine return $vm/parent
To get the resource pool alternate parent as well as the folder
parent of a VM requires the following query:

Both the relational database and the XML database are effective
means for storing data, but neither of them is particularly well-suited
for the types of queries we are considering in this paper, namely,
graph traversals. In this paper, one of our goals is to convert a
common set of queries with a wide range of uses into graph
traversals. Consider, for example, the hierarchy in Figure 1, which
consists of 2 clusters, each with 1 host (H1, H2) and 2 VMs (V1-V4).
Node VMDK is a base disk shared by linked clones V2 and V3.
Suppose an administrator would like to know if there are any
VMs that reside in different clusters but share a VMDK. This
might be helpful when an administrator is trying to limit the
scope of dependencies of a VM to within its own clusters.
To answer this question using the VIM API, where VMDK is
a property of a VM, the flow would go something like this:
1. Find all VMs in cluster 1.
2. Enumerate the VMDKs of each of these VMs.
3. Find all VMs in cluster 2.
4. Enumerate the VMDKs of each of these VMs.
5. Find out if any VMDKs from step 2 match the VMDKs of step 4.
While this process is fairly simple, it relies on an understanding
of the inventory model and knowledge of the location of the list
of VMDKs associated with a VM. This list is in the somewhat
non-intuitively named ‘VirtualMachine.layoutEx.file[]’ array.
Consider the same problem from the perspective of a graph, with
the data stored in a graph database [4]. If we organize the data more
closely to its logical representation—making hosts, VMs and VMDKs
nodes; and representing datastores and clusters as groups—then
answering the question would instead require simply traversing
the list of VMDKs, finding ones with multiple parents, and then
checking if those parents (which are VMs) are members of different
clusters. Matching the data storage representation to the sorts of
questions that are likely to be answered can make it easier to frame
the questions and potentially faster to find the answers. In this
paper, we will give a wide variety of examples to justify the need
for organizing data sensibly in order to answer such questions.

Figure 1.Modeling an inventory as a graph. In this example, H1 and H2 are hosts, V1
through V4 are VMs, and VMDK is a base disk. V2 and V3 are linked clones that share
the same base disk. With data stored like a graph, a question like “Are there any VMs
in different clusters that share a VMDK?” can be solved by a simple graph traversal.

#1 for $vm in //VirtualMachine
#2 return ($vm/parent, $vm/runtime/host)
Simplifying Virtualization Management with Graph Databases
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Given that vCenter already has a relational database and stores
hierarchy information, why do we need a graph database? First
of all, we are not looking for a general solution for vCenter data
storage. Instead, we propose a graph database as a secondary
storage medium in order to solve specific types of problems. The
overall storage required for the data we are considering is on
the order of 5MB (as opposed to several hundred MB to store all of
the information for such an inventory). By pruning the type of data
we care about, we are able to search it extremely fast: most queries
complete in tens of milliseconds. Moreover, it is easily extensible to
a wide variety of queries.
To some extent, vCenter already allows a user to view the inventory
as a graph through the “Maps” tab in the UI. A simple example is
shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2, we show a standard client
view of a cluster. In Figure 3, we show the “Maps” tab in the UI.
While this representation is available from the UI, there is currently
no API to allow the user access to the graph itself.

3. Prototype Design
In this section, we validate our ideas by describing a preliminary
prototype of this approach to data storage. Our prototype combines
Socialcast [7], the VIM API [14], and the Neo4j graph database [4].
Neo4j is an open-source graph database that is architected to be both
fast and scalable (up to billions of entities), and provides a powerful,
human-readable graph query language (called Cypher) that allows
users to efficiently extract key insights from their data. Neo4j stores
data in nodes connected by directed, typed relationships and provides
the ability to associate properties with both. In our setup, the elements
in the datacenter (e.g., vCenter, hosts and VMs) are represented as
nodes and the edges between these nodes track their relationship
to one another. For example, a host follows a VM, so a ‘follow’
relationship is established between these two nodes. Similarly,
a datastore comprises VMs, so a datastore is represented as a
node, and the VMs that comprise the datastore are related to
datastore node with a ‘member’ relationship. We assign types
to relationships (for example, hosts follow VMs, and VMs are
members of networks) primarily for convenience and to make
our queries easily understandable. Also for convenience, we
introduce an additional node type called ‘user’ for connecting
users to their VMs. Our choice of Neo4j is motivated by its wide
use and high performance, but other graph databases with
similar functionality could have been used instead.
The basic flow of information in our system is as follows:
1. Using the VIM API, the inventory structure of a virtualization
infrastructure is recorded. For example, a datacenter is traversed
and hosts and VMs are recorded, as well as their datastores
and networks.
2. For certain entities (hosts or VMs), a user in Socialcast is
created. This data is published to Socialcast. Follower
relationships are created in this step. This work heavily
leverages the social media work presented in [5].

Figure 2. Standard hierarchical view of a vSphere cluster.

3. For other entities (e.g., datastores or networks), a group is
created in Socialcast, and users are added to those groups.
4. Neo4j retrieves data from the Socialcast server.
5. Neo4j converts all Socialcast users and groups into nodes in
a graph, and assigns types to the nodes as well as types to the
relationships. For example, a network is a group in Socialcast,
but a node in Neo4j. A VM is a member of a network group in
Socialcast, but is connected to a network via a ‘member’
relationship in Neo4j.
6. Graph queries sent through Socialcast (by sending a message
to the Neo4j server) use the Neo4J backend to compute the
result set, with results returned as a message to the user.
Our mapping between virtualization entities and Socialcast entities
is based on [5], adding an additional VMDK entity for the disk file
of a VM. A VM follows its VMDKs.

Figure 3. A Graph-based view of a portion of a cluster using the Maps tab in the vSphere UI.
The Maps tab shows the connections using a graph topology. In this figure, for example, host
10.135.192.8 is managing VM w1-pcloud-v154)
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Even though we can also publish data directly from the VIM API
to Neo4j, we choose to use Socialcast for several reasons. First, the
Socialcast UI provides a convenient and intuitive means to visualize
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an inventory. Second, the Neo4j population code can operate
independently of the vCenter server. If vCenter is down, Neo4j
can still retrieve data from Socialcast and answer questions.
Third, and perhaps most importantly, using the metaphors of
social media in the Neo4j pre-population code vastly simplified the
Neo4j code. For example, to pre-populate Neo4j, the Neo4j coder
merely needed to understand two basic relationships: groups and
followers. In addition, the Neo4J coder merely needed to understand
that each node has a type (for example, a ‘VM’ type, ‘host’ type, or
‘User’ type). All of these relationships can be trivially retrieved from
a Socialcast setup: the XML data for a user consists of ‘following’
fields and ‘group’ fields. Simply by reading the list of users and parsing
these fields, the entire Neo4j graph database can be populated. It
should be noted that the Neo4j code was written by someone with
essentially zero knowledge of the VIM API, potential evidence of
the simplicity that the Socialcast model affords.
Given that Socialcast already maintains a sort of connectivity graph
of users, one might ask why we propose to maintain a second,
separate graph database in Neo4j. For our initial implementation,
we separate these databases primarily for ease of expressiveness
and for performance. Socialcast stores its user relationships in a
MySQL relational database [16] and does not expose this relational
database to the end user for querying. Instead, only the Socialcast
API can be used to query its data. As a result, the method of
determining relationships is inherently serial: to find the follower
of a follower in Socialcast requires using the Socialcast API to
retrieve the first entity, getting its followers, and then explicitly
querying those followers, again using the API. In this case, multiple
round trips from a client to the Socialcast server/DB are required
to retrieve connectivity data. In contrast, if we store the data in a
separate graph database, we can use the graph database API for
determining relationships. For example, a user can retrieve the
followers of the followers of a given node with a single round trip
to the graph database using only a few simple lines of code, as
we show in the next section. From a performance perspective,
a general-purpose relational database like MySQL is not specially
tuned for these sorts of graph traversals, requiring index lookups
followed by data lookups, while graph databases store edge
information directly with each entity, making it faster to determine
relationships [15]. Our preliminary results suggest that it takes
milliseconds to retrieve relationship data from Neo4j, while it
takes tens to hundreds of milliseconds to get the same data
using the Socialcast API.

3.1 Design for scalability
Neo4j is a graph database specially tuned for graph type queries.
One of the key ways in which we design for scalability is to simplify
our Neo4J queries to carefully limit the types of relationships we
allow between entities. As mentioned above, our relationship model
is based on a social network, so entities can have a follower/followee
relationship (for example, a host follows VMs, and VMs are followed
by hosts) or a group relationship (e.g., a VM is a member of a
datastore). For humans, we define a ‘user’ relationship: a user
that is following a VM is said to be ‘using’ it. Strictly speaking,
we do not need this extension, but it simplifies certain queries.
Another key way we can achieve scalability is by utilizing the scale-out
nature of a graph database. Queries in Neo4j are simple enough to
be written by administrators with little knowledge of the VIM API,
and the query engine automatically parallelizes all queries, thus
resulting in the potential to scale to millions of entities without having
to rewrite queries. In contrast, for a user to write scalable queries
against vSphere, the user must use the VIM API (since neither the
relational DB schema nor the XDB schema is currently public) and
must parallelize the queries by hand.

3.2 Querying the graph database
Neo4j supports a SQL-like language called Cypher for querying the
graph database. An end user can issue queries to Neo4j interactively
through a web interface or programmatically using various language
bindings. For our implementation, we utilize the Python py2neo
module [24] for accessing Neo4j.
An end user can choose to write sample queries directly to our Neo4j
instance. In addition, we also allow access via Socialcast by creating
a special Neo4j user. An end user sends a private message containing
Cypher queries to the Neo4j user. A special Neo4j server listens for
private messages to the Neo4j user and then dispatches these
queries to the Neo4j instance. The results are returned in a private
message to the requester. An example of this is shown in Figure 4,
where user “sprack Human” (a human user with username sprack)
is sending a Cypher query to the neo4j user. We give more details
about this query and other possible queries in the next section.

In terms of scale, Socialcast has been designed with enterprise
social media in mind, and typical large enterprises may have up
to tens of thousands of users. A simple MySQL database is entirely
sufficient for this purpose. Once virtualization entities are included,
however, this number may increase by an order of magnitude,
potentially necessitating a different, more scalable storage backend.
Going forward, it might be interesting to speculate on how to use
a Neo4j-like backend for Socialcast with corresponding changes
to the Socialcast API.

Figure 4. Sample Neo4j query and results. We send a Cypher query to Neo4j through
Socialcast and return the results in a private message to the requester. In this example,
the query returns links to the entities that are the results of the query.
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In addition to allowing the user to send Cypher queries to Neo4j,
we also create shorthand versions of command queries. For example,
a user can type “find VMs in vCenter A” to find all VMs associated
with vCenter A. This can be faster than using the standard Socialcast
user interface, in which a user would need to first browse to the
vCenter user, then browse to each of its ‘host’ followers to find
all VMs associated with that vCenter.

4. Use Cases
In this section, we describe 2 sets of use cases. First, we describe
how reorganizing data into a graph database can provide assistance
in risk analysis. Second, we describe how a graph database can
help in standard day-to-day operations.

4.1 Risk analysis
For risk analysis of a virtualized infrastructure, there are a wide
variety of interesting questions one can ask:
1. Is there a single point of failure?
2. Is there any single entity with an unusually
large number of dependencies?
3. Are there any datastores with a disproportionately
large number of VMDKs?
It is important to note that our simple relationship model makes it
very intuitive to express constraints yet still yield results to questions
like these. For example, to determine the answers to the above
questions, here are the queries required:
1. Is there a single point of failure?
Because this is a very broad question, let us ask a more specific
version of the question. Suppose our datacenter has a policy that
each host has multiple NICs, and that each NIC should connect to
a different network. Therefore, each host should be connected to
multiple networks. The code for this query is:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

start a=node(*)
match a-[:member]-c
where a.type = “host” and c.type = “Network”
with a, count(c) as fcount
where fcount = 1
return a

In this query, lines #1 and #2 indicate that we should examine every
node ‘a’ which is a member of some group ‘c’. Line #3 adds the
constraint that the node ‘a’ is a host and the node ‘c’ is a network.
Lines #4 and #5 add the constraint that the number of networks
that the host is connected to is 1. Line #6 returns all such hosts.

Note that we could have generalized this query in a number
of ways. We could have simply changed the group type to be
‘c.type = “datastore”’, and we would have all hosts connected
to just a single datastore. No semantic understanding of the
topology is required: the fact that networks and datastores
are different types changes the query only slightly.
2. Is there a single entity (host or VM) with an unusually
large number of dependencies?
This query is useful in case an administrator wishes to find some weak
spots in the infrastructure. In this case, the number of dependencies
is essentially equivalent to the number of relationships, so we will
simply find the number of relationships per entity and return a sorted
list. The Neo4j code is straightforward:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

start a=node(*)
match a-->(x)
where a.type = “host” or a.type = “VM”
with a, count(*) as fcount
return a, fcount
order by fcount
limit 5

In this query, lines #1 and #2 indicate that we examine every node
‘a’ which has any sort of relationship with any other node (i.e., follower
or member of a group). In line #3, we constrain ‘a’ to be either a VM
or a host. In line #4, we retain the count of such relationships, and
in lines #5, #6, and #7, we show the top 5 such hosts or VMs.
3. Are there any datastores with a disproportionately large
number of VMDKs?
Here, we consider datastores with > 500 VMDKs to see if any
datastore is unusually highly loaded relative to others. The code
for the query is as follows:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

start a=node(*)
match a-[:member]-b
where b.type = “VMDK” and a.type = “Datastore”
with a, count(b) as fcount
where fcount > 500
return a, fcount
order by fcount

In this query, lines #1 and #2 indicate that we examine every node
‘a’ where ‘a’ is a member of ‘b’ or ‘b’ is a member of ‘a’ (‘-‘ indicates
a bidirectional relationship). In line 3, we constrain ‘a’ to be a datastore
and ‘b’ to be a VMDK, since VMDKs are members of datastore groups.
Finally, lines #4 through #7 return a sorted list of datastores and
how many VMDKs they have. As an optimization, since the only
group that a VMDK belongs to is a datastore, we actually do not
need ‘a.type = “Datastore”’.
One might alternately ask if there are any datastores with a
disproportionately large number of VMs. The query is similar.
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4.2 Day-to-day operations

4.2.3 Enforcing policies: Linked clones

Our graph approach can also be used for day-to-day operations.
We give a few examples in this section.

A final example involves linked clones. We create a user for each
VMDK in an infrastructure, and VMs that use a given VMDK are
created as followers of VMDK. While it may seem a bit non-intuitive
to treat VMDKs as users, we can use it to determine whether a VMDK
is a linked clone, because such a VMDK would have multiple followers.
Suppose for performance reasons an IT administrator would like to
enforce a policy in which a base disk should be shared by no more
than 8 linked clones. This query is expressed as follows:

4.2.1 Assessing impact of downtime
Suppose an administrator wants to move VMs from one network to
another. The administrator would like to know which users would
be affected by this. Because of the ‘user’ type in our graph, this is
trivial to determine. The query looks like this:
#1
#2
#3
#4

start a=node:names(uuid=”X”)
match a-[:member]-c-[:following]-d
where c.type = “VM” and d.type = “User”
return d.name

In line #1, we find the node whose UUID is ‘X’, where X is the network
that we care about. In line #2, we then look for all nodes ‘c’ that are
a member of this network ‘a’ and also have a follower ‘d’. In line #3,
we further specify that ‘c’ is a VM and ‘d’ is a user. Line #4 returns
the names of such users.

4.2.2 Disaster recovery planning
Another example is disaster recovery planning. It would be helpful
to quickly assess how many VMs would be affected if a certain
datastore/network combination went down (perhaps it is a
converged fabric). Again, such questions can be answered
using the VIM API, but involve somewhat onerous coding.
Here is one way we can perform such a query using Neo4j:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

start
a=node:names(uuid=”X”),b=node:names(uuid=”Y”)
match a-[:member]-c
where b-[:member]-c and c.type = “VM”
return c

Line #1 starts the query. In line #2, we start with nodes ‘a’ and ‘b’
whose UUIDs are X and Y, representing the network and datastore
that we care about. In line #3, we then find all nodes ‘c’ with a
‘member’ relationship to ‘a’. These could be hosts or VMs. In line #4,
we take these nodes ‘c’ and prune them by determining if they have
a member relationship with ‘b’ and are of type ‘VM’. These are the
VMs that are members of network X and datastore Y.
The prior example assumes that a VM is a direct member of a
datastore group. However, we might imagine instead making VMs
follow VMDKs, and making VMDKs the only members of datastore
groups. In that case, we could find the same information as in the
previous query using the following code:
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

start
a=node:names(uuid=”X”), b=node:names(uuid=”Y”)
match
a-[:member]-c, c-[:following]-d-[:member]-b
where c.type = “VM” and d.type = “VMDK”
return distinct(c)

Here, we are finding nodes ‘c’ that are following node ‘d’, where
node ‘c’ is a VM, node ‘d’ is a VMDK, and node ‘d’ has a member
relationship with ‘b’. Because a VM may have multiple VMDKs,
we use ‘distinct’ in line #6.
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#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

start
a=node(*)
match a-[:following]-c
where a.type = “VM” and c.type = “VMDK”
with c, count(a) as fcount
where fcount > 8
return c, fcount
order by fcount

5. Related Work
This work heavily leverages the initial ideas presented in [5]. The
initial proposal in [5] involved utilizing concepts of social media
(including ‘likes’ and ‘follows’) to reduce information overload
and provide an intuitive interface for monitoring a virtualization
infrastructure. In addition, the initial proposal also made brief
mention of using connectivity. In this work, we take a step back and
consider the issue of connectivity in more detail. We take a broader
look at the kinds of questions that can be answered using connections
and use a graph database populated by virtualization entities and
relationships as both the storage medium and query engine.
Some of the questions we pose are related to connections between
VMs, datastores, and networks. The network and storage fabrics in
upcoming releases of the VMware vCloud® Suite 6 [9] will likely need
to perform a similar task, requiring complex constraint solvers in
order to provision VMs according to storage and network profiles.
At present, the questions we address are more related to the
connections themselves rather than the capabilities of the
components. For example, we are less concerned with the actual
IOPS provided by a “Gold” datastore, and are simply concerned
with whether two VMs are both connected to the same datastore.
We are basically considering the infrastructure itself as information,
not the properties themselves. In addition, many of our constraints
are simple equalities (e.g., can X talk to Y?).
Management tools like vCenter Operations Manager™ [17] (and
indeed other management software [21][22]) contain a wealth
of data about the connections between entities. However, to the
best of our knowledge, these tools do not explicitly expose an API
for determining these connections. In addition, these tools do not
currently allow the same type of “what-if” queries that we propose
in this paper, though this would be a straightforward extension of
the current functionality. Graph database developers have mentioned
that graph databases could be applicable to datacenter and network
management [23], but we are unaware of any product that explicitly
provides this functionality.
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While it is not currently exposing its underlying graph database,
Socialcast is now conforming [19] to the Open Graph protocol [18]
used by Facebook graph search. In this protocol, user data is annotated
with metadata that is accessible via a strongly typed API. The default
metadata includes an actor, an object, an app, and an action. For
example, an actor might be “User XYZ”, the object might be the
book “War and Peace”, and app might be the “Goodreads”
application [20], and the action might be “finished reading”,
with the story being “User XYZ finished reading War and Peace
on Goodreads.” As the example illustrates, this protocol is unrelated
to the structure of the connectivity, and is instead useful for telling
a story. We can, however, speculate about combining our work
with the Open Graph Protocol. Rather than telling a conventional
user story, however, we could extend this API and associate data
with individual virtual machines, and the story could represent the
lifecycle of the VM. For example, one story could be “VM X was
created by extension Y and deployed on vCenter Z.”
Various companies have used Socialcast as a way to aggregate
different message streams [6]. These proposals have not sought
to analyze the connectivity graph, however, and build queries that
leverage this graph.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
A vSphere installation contains a treasure trove of data, but
the barrier to entry to accessing and using this data is very high.
In this work, we propose extending the social media metaphors
proposed in [5] to provide simple, intuitive access to connectivity
data in vSphere. Specifically, we propose reorganizing some of the
data in a virtualization inventory into a graph database in which
relationships are modeled after social media relationships. This
simple transformation of the data enables us to solve a number
of virtualization administrator pain points. Some examples of such
issues include determining weak spots in an infrastructure (such
as single points of failure) or identifying precarious configurations
(such as a single VM with many dependencies across multiple
geographies). We describe our prototype implementation using
the Neo4j graph database and present some preliminary results.
We would like to emphasize that although all of the data we collect
and store is currently available in the various databases in a virtualized
infrastructure, none is specifically tuned for connectivity questions,
even though these are among some of the more common questions
that administrators would like to answer.
So far, we have only skimmed the surface in terms of the types of
data we can leverage. For example, we could re-examine the data
in Socialcast and ask questions like “which host has had the most
comments in the last hour?” If we employ the Neo4j UI, which shows
nodes as circles, we could size the circles according to the number
of comments. For nodes that are hosts, we could collect VMware
vSphere warning messages per ESX host and graphically depict
hosts with more messages as larger circles. We could also ask
questions like “find me a host with 2GB free and attached to
network X.” As mentioned earlier, some of these questions are
presumably relevant to the storage and network fabrics in vCloud
Suite, although the data and relationship info resides in Neo4j
rather than within the current vCloud Suite databases.
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In our work, we have leveraged the fact that a social network has a
very simple model for connectivity: users follow or are followed, and
users are members of groups. Our queries use type information for
entities (e.g., VM, host, datastore group, or human) as inputs to
queries, but because of the simple model, the queries can easily be
generalized. For example, a query that finds all VMs in a datastore
can trivially be tailored to find all VMs in a network. Fairly simple
joins are also possible: we have seen, for example, that a query for
finding all VMs that share a certain network or datastore is quite
easily expressible in our simple graph model. Going forward, we
hope to add more dynamic relationships: for example, we could use
Application Discovery Manager [11] or another tool to determine
which VMs talk to one another. We already have prototype code
to map vCenters to other elements of the vCloud Suite like vCloud
Director® [8] (VCD) and to map network elements like vShield [12]
Edge VMs to their network managers (vShield Manager). We can
extend this work to encompass all entities in the Cloud Infrastructure
Suite. Moreover, the compactness of our language and the close
logical match between the query and the flow of the generated
code perhaps suggests that a Facebook-graph-search interface
may be possible for asking the kinds of infrastructure questions
we have posed. The ability to simply ‘Facebook-search’ a question
like “Are any of my datastores overloaded with too many VMs?”
would be extremely helpful to customers.
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Abstract
Multi-threaded applications from many application domains have
started to appear on the cloud resources. Multi-threaded applications
bring additional challenges to the management of the cloud resources,
due to characteristics such as inter/intra-thread communication. In
tandem, as the energy spent on computing continues to increase,
the ability to provide energy-performance tradeoffs has become
essential for both users and the data center administrators.
This paper proposes an autonomous resource sharing technique
for multi-threaded workloads with the goal of creating tunable
energy cost-performance tradeoffs for cloud administrators and
users. The proposed technique adjusts the resources allocated to
each virtual machine (VM) based on the energy efficiency of the
applications running on the VMs, while providing the desired
performance guarantees. The success of the proposed technique
is evaluated on commercial multi-core servers. The final results show
that the proposed technique improves the energy efficiency of the
virtualized servers by up to 21% in comparison to existing methods.

1. Introduction
Energy-related costs are among the major contributors to the total
cost of ownership for today’s data centers and high performance
computing (HPC) clusters [9]. Thus, energy-efficient management
of the cloud resources has become one of the main prerequisites of
achieving sustainable computing. Due to the increasing number of
servers installed in data centers, management of the cloud resources
has become increasingly complex and costly [9]. Virtualization enables
elastic management of a large number of physical resources and
provides isolated execution environment for individual VMs. As a
result, the number of virtualized servers has exceeded the number
of native (not virtualized) servers [4].
In recent years, multi-threaded applications also start to emerge
on cloud resources from various application domains, such as HPC
applications (e.g., molecular dynamics) and scale-out applications
(e.g., Hadoop). Multi-threaded workloads have several distinct
characteristics that distinguish them from traditional data center
workloads. Unlike most traditional data center loads, multi-threaded
workloads highly utilize the servers, whereas traditional enterprise

loads utilize the systems at lower levels [13]. Another challenge
with multi-threaded workloads is the significance of applicationspecific needs and constraints while determining the resource
allocation and consolidation strategies. Resource requirements
exhibit significant variations across and within application domains.
Therefore, runtime monitoring and adaptive techniques would
enable (1) workloads to operate at more efficient settings, and
(2) the administrators to offer users various levels of performanceenergy cost pairs to operate on.
In this paper, we propose a novel, autonomous resource-sharing
strategy for consolidating multi-threaded workloads on multi-core
servers. While some of the prior approaches targeting multi-threaded
loads select which applications to consolidate together for reducing
resource contention (e.g., [1] [3]), we find that performance isolation
in VMs reduces the significance of co-runner application selection.
We argue that we can improve the overall server throughput and
energy efficiency by shifting resources from applications that cannot
utilize the processors efficiently towards applications that make
more efficient use of the resources. As shrinking CPU resources
might cause performance degradation, the proposed technique
also enables the user to request performance guarantees for
individual VMs, and meets the desired performance by utilizing
a feedback mechanism to guide the resource allocation decisions.
Our technique uses runtime performance monitoring to identify
application characteristics and to guide the resource allocation
decisions by utilizing VM control knobs (i.e., CPU resource limits)
and virtualized performance counters that are available on the
ESXi hypervisor. We implement and demonstrate the benefits of
our technique on two commercial multi-core based virtualized
servers and show that our proposed technique improves the
energy efficiency up to 21% in comparison to previously proposed
consolidation strategies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
our experimental methodology. Section 3 explains the proposed
resource allocation technique. Section 4 discusses the experimental
results, and Section 5 provides an overview of the related work.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

* This work has been partially funded by VMware, Inc.
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2. Methodology
We perform all experiments on two typical commercial servers
found in data centers. One of the servers includes an AMD Opteron
6172 (Magny Cours) single-chip processor that comprises two
6-core dies attached side by side (i.e., 12 cores in total). Each core
has a 512 KB private L2 cache. Each 6-core die has one local NUMA
node and a 6 MB shared L3 cache. All cores share 16 GB off-chip
memory. The other server is a multi-socket system that includes
two 4-core Intel Xeon E5-2603 processors (i.e., 8 cores in total).
Each core has 32 KB of private L1 and 256 KB of private L2 cache,
each processor (i.e., 4 cores) shares 10 MB of L3 cache, and all
processors (i.e., 8 cores) share 32 GB off-chip memory. We
virtualize both servers with VMware ESXi™ 5.1 hypervisor
and create VMs with Ubuntu Server 12.04 guest OS.
As our technique utilizes runtime performance monitoring to
guide the resource allocation decisions, we utilize the virtualized
performance counters that have become available with the latest
release of the ESXi hypervisor. Virtualized performance counters
enable measuring hardware events at each guest OS [17]. We
monitor retired instructions, CPU cycles, and last level cache
misses for each VM every second using the default performance
counter monitoring tool, perf, at the guest OS level. We use esxtop
to collect VM-level CPU usage data every 2 seconds. To be able to
evaluate the energy efficiency of the server node, we measure the
total system power by using a Wattsup PRO power meter with a
1-second sampling rate, which is the minimum sampling rate
provided for this meter. As total system power determines the
electricity cost of a server, we choose to evaluate system power
rather than individual component power (i.e., processor, disk, etc.).
We run seven benchmarks from the PARSEC [8] multi-threaded
benchmark suite (blackscholes, bodytrack, canneal, dedup,
streamcluster, vips and x264) and three benchmarks from
Cloudsuite [7] (hadoop, cassandra and faban) in our experiments as
a representative set of multi-threaded workloads in the cloud. We
run each benchmark with 12 threads using the native input sets.
Parallel applications typically consist of serial I/O stages and a
parallel phase, i.e., region-of-interest (ROI). As parallel phases of
the multi-threaded workloads occupy most of the compute cycles
of the processors in real-life data centers, it is important to focus
on the ROI of the parallel workloads. As the start and end points of
the ROI phases vary across different applications, we implement a
consolidation management interface, consolmgmt, that synchronizes
the ROIs of the co-scheduled applications. We implement the ROISynchronization routine inside the existing PARSEC HOOKS library,
which marks the start and end points of the application ROIs. The
VM that first reaches the ROI phase sleeps until the second VM
reaches its own ROI. The second VM sends interrupts upon reaching
its own ROI to resume the execution and start data logging. We
stop data collection and terminate the applications after one of
the applications reaches the end of its ROI phase.
In order to evaluate our technique on a larger set of consolidation
cases, we randomly generate 10-workload sets, each of which
consists of 10 benchmarks that are chosen from seven PARSEC
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and three Cloudsuite benchmarks. For example, each workload
set consists of five application pairs running on five servers when
two VMs are consolidated at a time.
For performance evaluation, we use two metrics: (1) throughput
(retired instructions per second) and (2) Application Heartbeats [6].
Throughput is an accurate metric to measure the application progress
for the PARSEC and Cloudsuite benchmarks we experiment with. We
also evaluate our technique using application-specific performance
metrics, such as frames-per-second (fps) for an image processing
applicationß by utilizing the Application Heartbeats framework.

3. Autonomous Resource Sharing
under Performance Constraints
Resource allocation strategies have a significant impact on the
energy efficiency of the server nodes. As applications utilize the
available hardware resources in different ways, allocating equal
resources for consolidated applications is not the most energyefficient way to distribute the limited amount of hardware resources.
In order to improve the energy efficiency of the system, we propose
to proportionally allocate the resources depending on the energy
efficiency level of each of the consolidated multi-threaded
applications by utilizing the VM resource management knobs
(i.e., CPU resource limits).
Figure 1 shows the throughput of the PARSEC and Cloudsuite
benchmarks as a function of CPU resource limits for our AMD
system. Depending on the application characteristics, the impact
of the CPU resource limits on the performance varies significantly.
Therefore, favoring the applications that are more efficiently
utilizing the CPU resources improves the energy efficiency of the
server nodes. For instance, allocating more resources to vips, when
it is consolidated with canneal, would improve the throughput and
the energy efficiency of the server, as vips utilizes the hardware
resources more efficiently.

Figure 1. Throughput of the PARSEC and Cloudsuite benchmarks as a function of CPU
resource limits for AMD Opteron based server. Throughput of the system exhibits
significant variations depending on the application

Favoring applications that are more efficiently utilizing the available
hardware resources might cause degradation on the performance of
the co-runner VMs. Therefore, it is also essential to provide additional
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knobs to the users, such that the users can request performance
guarantees. Our runtime policy continuously monitors the
performance of the individual applications and utilizes a closedloop controller to satisfy the user performance requirements.

3.1. Runtime Policy
The goal of our runtime policy is to allocate CPU resources
proportionally with the throughput of each consolidated VM, for
utilizing the available hardware resources more efficiently. In order
to find the amount of CPU resources that should be allocated to a VM,
we monitor the throughput of the applications using the virtualized
performance counters. We distribute the total amount of available
CPU resources, Rtot , by computing a weight for each VM, which is
the ratio of the throughputs of the consolidated VMs. The amount
of CPU resources, R i that is allocated to VMi is equal to wi * Rtot.
On the ESXi environment, the amount of computational capacity is
represented in units of frequency (MHz), for each server, and Rtot
is calculated by multiplying the number of cores and the frequency
of each core. Therefore, we use two different Rtot values for our AMD
and Intel systems. Our policy allows the users to set minimum
throughput or Application Heartbeats constraints, which are
then used in adjusting the resource allocation decisions.

3.2 Implementation of the Runtime Policy
on VMware vSphere® Environment
We evaluate our autonomous resource sharing technique on Intel and
AMD based servers. Our implementation consists of a management
node (VMware vCenter™ terminal) and the virtualized server(s).
Figure 2 shows the architecture of our implementation. We use

and gains due to resource allocation decisions. We first store the
baseline throughput for each application, which is the throughput
when VMs are allocated equal amount of resources. We compare
the current throughput of the application with the baseline
throughput to compute the throughput gains and losses. We
then adjust the resource allocations if the user performance
constraints are violated.

3.3. Application Selection for Consolidation
As consolidating multiple VMs on the same physical resources
causes increased resource contention, previous studies propose to
reduce the resource contention by consolidating applications that
have complementary characteristics (e.g., consolidating the most
memory-intensive benchmark with the least memory-intensive
one) [2]. However, on a highly isolated execution environment, the
impact of co-runner VMs on each other’s performance is minimal.
We utilize NUMA scheduling capabilities of the ESXi hypervisor
[15] to create highly isolated execution environment to reduce the
negative performance impact of the co-runner VMs. On the virtual
environment, we dedicate one NUMA node to each VM to reduce
the contention on the memory. We compare native and virtualized
executions to investigate the impact of performance isolation. For
all experiments on the native OS, we co-schedule two applications
at a time, each of them running with six threads. For the virtual
system, we create 12 vCPUs (12 threads) per VM and distribute the
total CPU resources equally across the VMs. Figure 3 shows the

Figure 3. Performance isolation and throughput comparison normalized with respect
to the results in native environment. Virtualized AMD and Intel servers provide better
performance isolation (i.e., lower performance variation) and comparable throughput
to the native case.

Figure 2. A feedback control mechanism monitors the performance of the
consolidated applications and makes resource allocation decisions to improve
the energy efficiency while meeting user-defined performance constraints.

an Intel i3 dual-core processor based machine as the vCenter
management node. The runtime monitor polls the VM-level
performance counter readings (i.e., retired instructions, clock
cycles) every second; then, the vCenter management node
makes resource allocation decisions and adjusts the CPU resource
limits of the VMs. The resource allocation routine communicates
with the ESXi through the vSphere SDK to perform administrative
tasks (i.e., VM reconfiguration) on VMs [16]. For meeting the user
performance constraints, we design a closed-loop feedback
mechanism, which periodically evaluates the throughput losses
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performance variation and throughput for the PARSEC and Cloudsuite
benchmarks, when each application is consolidated with all the other
benchmarks in pairs of two. We report the average of all consolidation
pairs and normalize the performance variation and throughput with
respect to the native environment. Higher performance variation
implies that the performance of the application is significantly
affected by the co-runner VM, and therefore indicates poor
performance isolation. Note that, for consolidated servers,
it is preferable to have low performance variation and high
performance. For both Intel and AMD servers, virtualized
environment provides 65% lower performance variation with less
than 3% performance (i.e., throughput) degradation on average.
These results are also in line with the findings of prior work [10].
We observe that the impact of the co-runner VMs is minimal for
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most of the benchmarks on a virtualized environment with high
performance-isolation capabilities. Thus, the benefits of consolidation
techniques that focus on selecting which VMs (i.e., applications) to
co-schedule are expected to be limited for our environment running
multi-threaded loads. As resource-sharing decisions have a bigger
impact on the energy efficiency of the virtualized servers that
provide highly isolated execution environments, utilizing the
proposed resource sharing technique with application selection
policies would further improve the energy efficiency.

4. Experimental Results
Our experimental work focuses on evaluating the proposed
resource allocation technique for two main aspects, (1) ability
to meet the performance constraints, and (2) energy efficiency
improvements for randomly generated workload sets. We perform
all of our experiments on two commercial multi-core servers, and
we compare our technique with previously proposed consolidation
techniques for randomly generated 10-workload sets, as explained
in Section 3. In order to measure the energy efficiency of the
server, we use throughput-per-watt, as it measures the useful
work done per watt.

4.1. Runtime Behavior under Performance Constraints
We evaluate our technique under various performance constraints
from the users. We evaluate both the throughput and an applicationspecific performance metric (i.e., frames-per-second (FPS)) for two
image processing applications (i.e., bodytrack and x264). Figure 4
shows the runtime behavior of our technique under performance
constraints. We show both the performance (top) and the resource
adjustment decisions for individual VMs (bottom). On the AMD
system, we consolidate two VMs that are running blackscholes and
dedup and on the Intel system we consolidate bodytrack and x264.
We test our technique with the minimum performance constraint of
70% for dedup, and 4 FPS for bodytrack. At t=14, the performance
of dedup falls below the 70% of its baseline throughput, which is
the throughput when all VMs are allocated equal resources. Thus,

the resource allocation routine responds to the performance
constraint violation by increasing the amount of resources
allocated to dedup. Similarly, for bodytrack, resource allocation
routine readjusts the CPU resource limits at t=36 to satisfy the
performance constraints.

4.2 Energy Efficiency Evaluation for Workload Sets
We compare our technique with previously proposed consolidation
techniques that target reducing the resource contention by matching
application pairs that have complementary characteristics [1]. We
evaluate two previously proposed metrics—memory operations per
cycle (MPC) and instructions per cycle (IPC)—to guide the application
selection policy. In order to choose the application pairs, we first rank
the applications according to the selected metric (i.e., IPC or MPC),
then pair the application at the top of the list with the application
at the bottom of the list, and repeat the same process for the other
applications in the list. This way, applications that have complementary
characteristics are consolidated together, and we allocate equal
resources to each VM. We report our results for the cases where we
first use the application-selection policies to determine the application
pairs, and then apply our resource-sharing policy at runtime to
dynamically adjust the CPU resources allocated to each VM.
Figure 5 shows the throughput-per-watt for various policies.
We normalize the throughput-per-watt values with respect to
the baseline case, where VMs have no CPU resource limits and
consolidated VMs are selected randomly. Consolidating more

Figure 5. Energy efficiency comparison for various consolidation techniques. The
proposed technique provides the highest improvements when jointly utilized with
the application-selection policies on both Intel and AMD servers.
Figure 4. Runtime behavior of the proposed technique on two different systems under
user-defined performance constraints.
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than two VMs causes significant performance degradation for
multi-threaded applications when compared to running them
alone. Therefore, we evaluate our technique for the case where
we consolidate two applications at a time, which is a feasible
design choice considering the performance requirements.
For randomly generated 10-workload sets, the proposed policy
consistently improves the average throughput-per-watt of the
system. Utilizing our technique jointly with application-selection
policies further improves the energy efficiency. The energy efficiency
improvements reach up to 21% for the AMD server and 9% for the
Intel server. As the power range, which is the difference between
the peak power consumption and the idle power, is much larger
on the AMD server, the energy efficiency improvements are
significantly higher than the Intel server.

5. Related Work
A number of the existing energy and resource management
techniques target optimization of a larger-scale computing cluster
(i.e., cluster-level management). Cluster-level resource management
techniques can be mainly divided into two groups: VM migration
and consolidation techniques. The goal of cluster-level resource
management techniques is mainly to provide service availability
guarantees and reduce the number of physical servers by turning
off the idle nodes (e.g., [4] [5] [14]). VM resource management
policies that utilize the history of the VMs to make resource
allocation decisions have been also proposed to reduce the
overhead of dynamic management [2].
Node-level (i.e., server-level) management techniques provide
fine-granularity management for the data centers. Common
consolidation techniques at the server level target reducing the
resource contention by pairing contrasting applications or threads
to work on the same physical resources (e.g., [1]). Application
characteristics such as cache misses are utilized to guide the
consolidation policies [3]. The success of these techniques relies
on the fact that the co-runner VMs affect each other’s performance,
which implies poorly isolated execution environment for consolidated
VMs. One line of work in consolidation focuses on reducing the
impact of interference across consolidated applications [11] [12].
However, the interference impact varies depending on the
application domain and the target architecture. In this work, we
show that the recent advancements in virtualization technologies
provide highly isolated execution environments, which limits the
benefits of consolidation techniques for multi-threaded workloads.
Our resource sharing technique utilizes multi-threaded application
characteristics and guides the resource allocation decisions.
In addition, the proposed technique can be utilized together
with application-selection policies to further improve the
energy efficiency.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
Energy efficiency is one of the major challenges for future data
centers. The emergence of multi-threaded applications on the
cloud resources introduces new challenges for energy-efficient
management of hardware resources. In this work, we propose an
adaptive solution to energy-efficient management of multi-core
servers. The proposed technique takes the energy efficiency of
the consolidated applications into account to adjust the amount
of CPU resources that are allocated to each VM. We implemented
our technique on a vCenter management node and evaluated two
commercially available Intel- and AMD-based servers. Our results
show that our policy can be jointly utilized with previously proposed
consolidation techniques to further improve the energy efficiency
by up to 21%.
Open problems in this area include designing scalable management
techniques for larger-scale computing clusters, understanding the
interference impact of applications from various application domains,
and optimizing the performance of power-constrained systems. We
plan to extend our work to be more applicable to larger-scale systems
by introducing additional capabilities (e.g., VM migration) to our
current technique. We also plan to investigate the performanceenergy tradeoffs across a wider range of application domains.
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